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PREFACE
The large Irregular air carriers were a group of small 
business enterprises which began flying operations shortly 
after World War II. These airlines never flew more than 
five percent of the total passenger mileage flown by air 
transport Industry, yet they gave the industry some entirely 
new concepts, most notable of which is air coach, a second 
class passenger service at reduced fares. This class carrier 
was also instrumental in the development of the air freight 
market.
Unfortunately for the tazpayer, the consuming public, 
and the industry, these carriers have been almost exterminat­
ed* This has been accomplished by an opposing class of air­
lines, the certificated carriers, and the Civil Aeronautics 
Board, a government agency established to foster the develop­
ment and growth of the air transport industry. The history 
of these irregular carriers is a sad commentary on our other­
wise free enterprise economic system.
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It «ppcareth that however certain forma of gov­
ernment are better calculated than others to 
protect individuels in the free exercises of 
their natural rights...yet experience hath 
shown, that even under the ‘beat f o r m s hose entrusted with power have, in time, and by 
slow opérations * perverted it into 'granny, 
and it is believedHEHaTnEHe moet"‘’eX̂'î'ectïïal 
means of preventing this, would be to illum­
inate, as far as practicable, the minds of the people at large.
Thomas Jefferson
\
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I have no knowledge as to whether the policies 
of the CAB within the I4.8 States are desirable 
or good but I know in Alaska they have been» * . m m m m m m m m m m emwmw##» mmmmmmmmm mrnrnatimmmmdisastrous.
We have tried to get this message across to 
the CAB repeatedly. Letter after letter has 
been written. We have urged them to come up 
there and look the situation over. We might 
just as well have talked to a stone wall. "
Ernest Gruening
Governor of Alaska, 1939*53
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It appeareth that however certain fones of gov 
©riKient are better calculated than others to 
protect Individuals in the free exercises of 
their natural rights....yet experience hath 
shown, that even under the best forms, those 
entrusted with power have, in time, and by 
B low op e rati oris, perverted it into tyranny, 
and it is believed that the most effectuai 
means of preventing this, would be to IIIuf!- 
Inate, as far as practicable, the minds of 
the people et large.
Thomas Jefferson
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
All forms of commercial transportation in the United 
States are marked by government regulation, which has as its 
end the "public welfare." Ostensibly the public benefits 
from the control exercised by government over each mode of 
transportation, in that the public supposedly gets the lowest 
possible transportation rates consistent with the most pos­
sible service. The reasons for this regulation are rooted in 
our past when the transporting public suffered the abuses of 
concentrations of economic power. An examination of our pre­
sent day transportation system, however, may suggest that this 
regulation performs something other than regulation of mono­
polized industries for the vague end of "public welfare."
Regulation as known today affords each mode of trans­
portation, and each industry regulated, the possibility of a 
shelter to protect itself from the vicissitudes of capital­
ism. In Montana we have recently seen coal interests oppose, 
before a government board, a proposed use of natural gas 
Although the coal interests did not succeed in their opposi­
tion, there is always the possibility that such opposition 
will succeed and so prevent the consumer from receiving a 
new service. As will be shown later, in the air transport 
industry, one class of carrier has used a government 
regulatory body in an effort to eliminate another class
1. Daily Mlssoullan. May 5, 195?, p. 1.
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of carrier which was forcing the industry to accept change 
and innovation. This use of a regulatory body has amounted 
to the protection of a vested interest possessed by one class 
of airlines, to the detriment of the public welfare, the in­
dustry, and what is known in the industry as the large irreg­
ular air carrier.
This protection of various segjrients of our economy is 
one of the moat important topics facing us today. It mani­
fests itself in various forma. A tariff is frequently little 
more than a device to protect domestic producers from foreign 
competition. A city council passing an ordinance prohibiting 
the use of construction machinery does little other than pro­
tect the jobs of construction workers. Had goverment en­
deavored to protect the railroad industry and its employees 
in 1910 then we might not today have airlines or motor carriers, 
This concept, when put into practice, approaches the granting 
of a guaranteed existence to the favored segriGnt of our econ- 
any. i7hen an industry is so sheltered its managers too eas­
ily become complacent and satisfied. This concept, if and 
when it is extended to every segment of the American econcmy, 
can only load us to economic stagnation, i.e., the point 
whore we cease to increase our material well being.
Much regulation of transportation proceeds under the 
guise of monopoly, i.e., protection of the public from monop­
olistic transportation agencies. Yet, in the writer's opin­
ion, the monopoly of transportation is a myth. A manufacturer
\
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who plana to ship goods frequently has a choice of two rail­
roads, one or two airlines, and several trucking companies, 
or, if he desires, he can establish his own transportation 
system* A passenger may have his choice between two rail­
roads, one or two airlines, one or two bus lines, and his 
private automobile. Yet federal government regulatory 
agencies, established to protect the public against monop­
oly, continue to govern arbitrarily all forms of commercial 
interstate transportation as if competition did not exist. 
Continuance of the regulation of transportation substan­
tiates the axiom that once government assumes a function 
it rarely if ever relinquishes that function.
The economist would properly term this ccanpotitive con­
dition "oligopoly," meaning more than one firm in a market, 
but so few films that each of them can exercise seme degree 
of control over the market. The American economy is char­
acterized by these oligopolistic conditions. If transpor­
tation should be regulated purely on the basis of its ol­
igopolistic position, then most of our major industries 
should also be regulated.
Regulatory bodies afford an example not only of the 
growth of government, but also of the shift of goverment 
from elected representatives of the people to quasi-judicial 
bodies of political appointees with long tenure and little or 
no responsibility to the electorate. These bodies have, by 
various methods, had their authority extended far beyond that
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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contained in the original legislation estsbllshinc, them. ̂
The courts have generally substantiated their clalias end rul­
ings whenever they ere put to a judicial test. %erees these 
bodies were originally established to protect the public from 
a concentration of econorrIc power, there is now more economic 
power concentrated in the hands of a few political appointees 
than there exists in any other phase of our coranercia 1 trans­
portation system. VV here as some of this regulation was intend­
ed to foster sound business conditions in transportâtion, ap­
proval from two different government agencies is now often re­
quired for even the slightest financial reorganization within 
a transportaiion corporation. Our transportation regulating 
agencies have taken upon themselves the power to settle labor 
disputes, along; with at least one other government agency.
Such growth, this student feels, has benefited an army of 
lawyers, accountants, civil servants, economists, and lobbyists 
far more than it has the public which supports it. This reg­
ulation has left management with nothing more than day to day 
control over Its operations. It Implies that manageraent is 
scsnehow Incapable of managing its affairs, and it iriplies that 
small groups of men in »»ashlngton scxnehow have r:ore wisdom
2. The Supreme Court has recently ruled that the Federal 
Power Commission must regulate natural gas at the well­
head, even though legislation establishing the FTC 
specifically exempts gas at the wellhead. îhc GAB has 
asked Congress for control of airline security Issues.
The Air Coordinating Ccamnlttee has recommended the CAB 
be given control of intrastate airline operations.
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than the men who have given this nation what may be the 
world* a finest transportation system* The policies of these 
agencies show a perfect example of what would happen in any 
planned economy, minute regulation of all economic life by 
masterminds in government.
Our regulatory bodies are continually being charged with 
favoritism, and these charges are not without validity,^ The 
railroad industry maintains that the trucking industry gets 
special advantages from the Interstate Commerce Ccxnmission, 
(ICC), and these charges can easily be substantiated. The 
trucking industry has made similar charges, and can point to 
instances where the ICC has denied truckers permission to 
operate on the grounds that the proposed route was being ad­
equately served by railroads*^ But **adequate" as used by the 
ICC is a highly debatable term, over which attorneys for the 
railroad and trucking industries can argue for weeks. How 
a regulatory body can determine the meaning of adequate 
better than a free market is difficult to fathom. In the in­
stance mentioned above, one wonders if every shipper within
3, Advertisements by the railroad and trucking companies, 
and pamphlets published by their organizations. Spec­
ifically, see Peter Edson* a column. Daily Miasoulian,
June 9 and 10, 1955» P« 4*
McCullough Transfer Co., a trucker, was denied permission 
to operate between Hamburg, N.Y., and i|. counties in Penn­
sylvania, on the grounds that the area was being served 
by a short line railway. Daily Misaoulian, June 9 &nd 10,
1955» p. I4..
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and between the two points was furnished with a railroad 
siding, and could each manufacturer get Immediate railroad 
transportation to any point, as truckers would be able to 
do in a free market. Assuming that the railroads could 
offer immediate and direct service to every shipper, there 
is still no reason whatsoever to exclude by government edict 
the trucking industry. Such protection for a firm is nothing 
more than a modification of that cartelization for which we 
have so strongly condemned Europe.
In our system prices supposedly allocate resources, i.e., 
the consumer, by making purchases, casts his dollar ballots 
to let producers know what to produce. This system has worked 
to the extent that we have the world* s highest standard of 
living. But, due to many ICC rulings we are casting these 
ballots in a rigged election. Transportation costs must be 
considered as a cost of production, and these costs are re­
flected in the price paid by the consumer for each commodity 
he purchases. In ordering a below cost freight rate on an­
thracite coal,^ in order to maintain Its consumption, the ICC 
is in effect ordering the consumer to buy more of something 
he does not want. Since some other commodity must pay an 
above cost rate to subsidize the hauling of coal, the ICC is 
curtailing the purchases of a commodity of which the consumer
5. 226 ICC 1̂ 1, cited in Locklin, D.P., Economics of Trans­
portation, p. 32.
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wants more.^
The transportation economist points to the bogy of cut­
throat competition, resulting from fixed costa and other eco­
nomic pecularities, that would mark the transportation in­
dustry in the absence of regulation.7 Yet we do not see cut­
throat competition in other industries with similar fixed 
coats. Why the activities of the anti-trust division of the 
Justice Department and the Federal Trade Commission cannot 
prevent cutthroat competition in transportation, as these 
agencies do in other industries, is not told us* With a 
little effort and thought many industries have cost and cap­
ital structure pecularities which can be rationalized Into 
government regulation. As will be shown later, cutthroat 
competition has occurred in the air transport industry, per­
haps because this industry is immune to anti-trust legisla­
tion.
Fixed capital is given as another reason for the reg­
ulation of transportation. Yet nothing is more fixed than 
a multi-million dollar machine used to bore auto engine 
blocks. Such capital is mobile only between its place of
6. The problem of covering operating costa over a back haul 
does not enter this case. Coal cars normally move from 
the mine to the consumer, traveling back to the mine emp­
ty. The ICC ruled in this manner to maintain the con­
sumption of coal, not to create business over a back haul.
7. Fair, M. L. and Wllllems, E.W., Economics of Transporta­
tion, pp. 576ff., pp. 633-657*
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busineas and the scrap heap. And such capital is unregu­
lated.
’.Vo are also told that transportation is basic to the 
©conoaiy, and therefore should bo regulated. The capital 
goods Industry Is as basic to our well being as transporta­
tion, yet we see a cornplete absence of government regulation 
of this industry. It Is largely this industry which has 
projected the United States into its present position of 
leadership among Western nations.
The railroad Industry is today in anything but a healthy 
condition, and this condition may stem from an inflexibility 
and an arbitrariness enforced on them by regulatory bodies, 
not only on the federal level of government, but also in each 
of the forty-eight states. Railroads are reluctant to accept 
change and Innovation* We see them advertising in periodicals, 
begging to be freed from the whims of that body of purveyors 
of surface transportation justice known as the Interstate Com­
merce Commission.^ The United States needs a balanced system 
of transportation which will provide the most economical trans­
portation for each thing to be transported, with each mode of 
transportation hauling those commodities for which it is best 
suited. ïVe need this if we are to achieve the economic pro­
gress which this nation has enjoyed since its inception. To
8. For such an advertisement see Time, Aug. 9» and
other popular publications of the same approximate date.
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achieve this continual long term econcxnlc progress, we cannot 
allow goverment to prohibit reductions in freight rates, (to 
meet competition),^ and we cannot allow goverment to prohibit 
raises in rates on some commodities,on the grounds that al­
though the carrier is losing money hauling that commodity, yet 
it la making an overall profit,
A prime example of the foregoing la the Civil Aeronautics 
Board (c a b), that body of five men which dispenses economic 
regulation to the air transportation industry. This board was 
established by the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 to bring sta­
bility to the industry, to regulate in the public interest an 
industry marked by monopoly, to safeguard the goverrment* s 
subsidy to the industry, and to establish an aviation Industry 
for national defense purposes. As this paper will show, the 
stability brought to the industry borders on stagnation; its 
policies have too frequently been counter to the public in­
terest; it has preserved monopolies where competition is 
needed, and to this end virtually a whole segment of the in­
dustry, known as the large irregular air carrier, has been 
exterminated* The term exterminate is used here as the CAB 
has never considered this class of carrier as anything more
9, I, and S, No. 60l|_3, Canned or Preserved Poodstuffs-- 
Officlal Territory.
10. No, 258, Baltimore and Ohio RR Co., Boston and % aine RR, 
firle RR Co., et al, appellants, v, U.S., ICC, and Texas 
Citrus and Vegetable Growers and Shippers, The foregoing 
is a case in which the Supreme Court upheld the ICC.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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than mere pasta to bo exterrilnated as quickly and as cheaply 
as posalble.
This regulation of the airlines differs from previous 
regulation of the railroads in one important respect, Ball- 
roada were regulated as a result of public and political de­
mands. Legislation putting the air transport industry under 
government regulation was supported almost wholly by the air 
transport industry itself. In this instance the air trans­
port industry asked for regulation. Tiie railroads had not 
asked for regulation.
For an example of CAB treatment of the irregular carrier 
consider the "Johnson Flying Service" of Missoula, Montana.
Mr. Robert R, Johnson has been operating this service for 
thirty-two years. It is a service that is known in the in­
dustry as a nonscheduled, or irregular airline, i.e., the 
service has no fixed routes, and no time schedules for its 
operations. In 1953 the Service operated thirty-four air­
craft and employed sixty people. The Johnson Flying Service 
la an asset to its ccxnmunity. It not only renders needed 
services to Its locality, but gives Missoula a needed diver­
sification. The Service receives no direct government sub­
sidy. In April, 1953» In a letter to the Junior Senator 
from Montana, Michael J, Mansfield, Mr. Johnson stated:^!
11, Ftiture of Irrepiular Airlines in X3.S. Air Transportation 
Industry, Hearings before the Senate Sfjall business Com­
mittee , March 31-^ay 8, 1953» p. 575. Hereafter referred 
to as Senate Hearings, 1953.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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The Civil Aeronautics Board has set itself to 
close out independent nonachedule air carriers, and 
now, by any means possible, are almost succeeding.
• ••X would appreciate very much anything you may be 
able to do to stop the CAB from closing us and many 
other independent air carriers out of business.
There is much material available to substantiate Mr. 
Johnson*8 complaint, and the record supports the contention 
that large, subsidized carriers are partly responsible for 
the CAB*s attempt to put such small carriers as the Johnson 
Flying Service out of business. The small unsubsidized oper­
ator flying large two* and four- engine aircraft is rapidly 
disappearing, and this disappearance is attributable more 
to restrictive CAB policies than to any other factor.
The airlines were first subsidized to aid the establish­
ment of air transportation, which would perform a service to 
the public and form an aviation manufacturing background for 
any national defense needs which might arise. The air trans­
port industry has since been firmly established. Defense 
needs are now such that the civilian segnent of the manufac­
turing phase receives its innovations from the military, yet 
subsidization and regulation continues. The greater part of 
government subsidies goes to those lines which serve commun­
ities too small to generate enough traffic to make stops 
p r o f i t a b l e . 3 - 2  Yet, i f  we assume that every community of 
10,000 people needs air service, and should be subsidized,
12. Locklin, op.cit., p. 81̂ 1
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then we can also assume that every community of 8,000 needs 
air service, and so on until airlines are stopping at every 
town largo enough to have postal service. With subsidization 
of service to small communities, the airlines serving; these 
communities have been reluctant to develop equipment suit­
able for such operations. They persist in flying large 
twenty passenger aircraft carrying three crew members into 
small cities where only three or four passengers want trans­
portation. With the American taxpayer making up the differ­
ence between revenues and costs, there Is no incentive to 
acquire aircraft adapted to low density routes.
Goverraient first began subsidization of the airlines by 
paying an above cost tariff for carriage of the malls. Later, 
at the Insistence of a Congressional Committee, these payments 
were separated from mail pay, yet the Issue is still so con­
fused that even the CAB does not know how much subsidies are 
and who is getting them.^3
By the Board*s own admission, subsidies have been used
13, In 1951 the CAB announced a separation of mall and sub­
sidy payments. Locklin, op.clt., p. 821, In reference 
to this, states : ”.,,wo cannot accept this separation 
as conclusively showing the element of subsidy,...”
Also see Locklin, D.P., ”A Critique of Proposals to Sep­
arate Subsidy frcan Air Mail Pay, ” l8 Journal of Air Law 
and Commerce, l66 (1951).HoTltnan, Richard, "The Air Transport Industry," The Struc« 
turo of American Industry, states: "The almost comical as 
peel; o7 this contradiction Is that nobody. Including the 
CAB, has figured out what the cost of carrying the mall 
is." p. ii-85.
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to subsidize ruinous competition in the Territory of Hawaii. 
Several small nonsubsidized carriers have charged that Pan 
American Airways, the most heavily subsidized airline under 
CAB Jurisdiction, has practiced cuttliroat conpetltlon. These 
charges are not without validity.1^
It seems reasonable to assume that many airline frills 
could be eliminated, and subsidies reduced accordingly, with 
no harm to the Industry, Such frills as hula dances aloft, 
flying saloons, and the ”red carpet” flights, where the pur­
ser unrolls a red carpet leading from the aircraft to the ter­
minal, could be dispensed with. Admittedly there Is the pos­
sibility this would decrease revenues. But there la the great­
er possibility this would allow a reduction of subsidies.
Further, there is no assurance that airline management 
will try to free itself of government payments and therefore 
discard a crutch which it can use for support. Here we may 
note that the airlines put forth an extra effort to increase 
their passenger business for a few brief months in 1931*- when 
the Roosevelt Administration temporarily suspended all pay­
ments to the a i r l i n e s , S a n e  airlines have operated for 
years without subsidy, some of them profitably, Kany non­
scheduled airlines have begged and pleaded with the CAD and
l4- Time, May 23, 1955* p. 92. Also see pp. 1*.8, ?5f* this 
manuscript,
l5, Wolfe, Thomas, Air Transportation Traffic and Management,
pp. 21-28.
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other gjovemnent bodies for permission to operate free of 
subsidy over what Is probably our most heavily subsidized 
route,Permission was not forthcoming. Certain airlines 
of the nonscheduled segment of the Industry have enjoyed a 
rapid rate of growth and financial stability without sub­
sidy, while the argument, "protect the government’s subsidy" 
has been used to help exterminate this segment of the In­
dustry, Thus, the protection supposedly afforded the In­
dustry by subsidization has degenerated to the protection of 
certain airlines enjoying the sanction of the CAB and the 
wealth of the United States Treasury,
Air transportation is the last of the means of transport 
to become regulated by govorrment. In 1938 Congress passed 
the Civil Aeronautics Act which put air transportation under 
regulatory care similar to that which governed other modes 
of commercial transportation. The Wall Street Journal aptly 
termed this "protective l e g i s l a t i o n , A t  the time the Act 
was passed, the air transport industry was tenned chaotic.
It was stated that duo to the industry’s unstable conditions 
it could not get new venture capital for expansion. Senator 
McCarran of Nevada stated that it was necessary to help a 
struggling and infant Industry just as land grants were es-
16. See pp, 69ff*, this manuscript,
1 7, Cited by Conn, Harry, "The Airlines* Closed Shop," New 
Republic, June 11, 1951* p. 10.
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sential to the growth of the railroads of the country*
As for the chaotic conditions prevailing In the Industry, 
many other Industries could have been termed chaotic during 
this period* It can be noted that the flying industry had 
made tremendous progress since the Wright brothers flew for 
the first time* Its difficulty in getting new capital was 
in all likelihood a short term problem* Goverrment had been 
aiding the struggling infant with subsidies, but without reg­
ulation which excluded newcomers*
The legislation seems to be little more than an effort 
on the part of certain businessmen to get away from the com­
petitive system and to grant themselves (or have the CAB 
grant them) a state-sanctioned monopoly* It was simply 
another example of businessmen running to government for 
solutions, rather than solving their own problems. At the 
time many of our political and business leaders were possessed 
of the National Recovery Act idea which held that too much 
competition was in part responsible for depressed business 
conditions* It has been charged, with validity, that airline 
officials helped write the Civil Aeronautics Act*19
Two important provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act
18* For conditions surrounding the passage of the Act, see
Keyes, Luclie S*, Federal Control of Entry into Air Trans­
portation, pp. 59~i,b6T""
Also see testimony of Senator 0*Mahoney, Senate Hearings, 
1953* PP* 284-298*
19* Conn, O P * cit*, p. 10, Senate Hearings. 1953» P* 293*
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need mention here. As in other foms of commercial trans­
portation, the legislation created for the airline industry 
the device of the certificate of public convenience and 
necessity. This meant that if the Board so ruled no one 
could engage in commercial air transportation activities 
without first securing permission of the CAB. In securing 
this permission, the applicant would first have to prove 
that a need existed for his proposed services. Shortly after 
its establishment in 1938 the Board ruled that the small air­
lines, not flying regular and frequent schedules, could oper­
ate without these certificates of public convenience and ne­
cessity. This ruling was later to plague the Board to a con­
siderable extent. Had the CAB foreseen these difficulties 
in 1938 it probably would not have exempted this class of 
carrier. The nonscheduled carriers dealt with in this man­
uscript began operations under this exemption. By thus ex­
empting one class of air carrier the certificated segment of 
the industry was later to be severely shaken out of a lethargy 
and complacenoy into which it had drifted. The larger, sched­
uled carriers, loosely known today as trunk line carriers, 
were provided for under the Act*s "grandfather" clause. This 
provided that any carrier operating at the time of the pass­
age of the Act would be granted a certificate without proving 
a need for its services. The Act also exempted the air 
carriers from anti-trust legislation.
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These Americans are the most peculiar people in 
the world. You’ll not believe it when I tell 
you how they behave. In a local community in 
their country, a citizen may conceive of some 
need which is not being met. What does he do? 
He goes across the street and discusses it with 
his neighbor. Then what happens? A committee 
comes into existence, and then the committee 
begins functioning on behalf of that need, and 
you won’t believe this but it’a true. All of 
thi s’ i"@ "gone wl'̂ 'Sout'' re'f erence to any bureau­
crat . AÏ1 of tbjls T 8 done by tEe private cit­
izen s on"their own Initiative..........
Alexis de Tocqueville
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CHAPTER II 
THE WOHSCHEDÜLED AIRLIHES
The nonscheduled airlines are those lines which operate 
without certificates of public convenience and necessity* as 
issued by the Civil Aeronautics Board, without route fran­
chises, and without direct government subsidy* These lines 
have also been termed ^irregular,” ”noncertificated,” and 
"independents*** The CAB divides them into two general classes, 
those flying large aircraft, and those operating small air­
craft* The lines operating aircraft smaller than the DC-3 
(or C-l|.7) fall into the small category. This essay is con­
cerned only with the large category, although the nonscheduled 
carriers flying small aircraft have also had their troubles 
with the CAB.^ On the other side of the air transportation 
industry there are the certificated, scheduled, and usually 
subsidised airlines such as Pan American, United, Eastern, 
and Northwest* These certificated lines are required to 
offer services over designated routes* Their operations 
are thoroughly regulated by the CAB, to the extent that they
1* See the statement of Miss Sally Carrighar, Role of
Irrejpular Airlines In U.S. Air Transportation ïn^stry* 
hearinga beforetEe Senate Small Business Committee,
April 23-May 5» 1951» pp. lll̂ .-122* Hereafter referred 
to as Senate Hearings, 1951*Also see the letter to Senator Mike Mansfield, from Mr* 
Robert R* Johnson of Missoula, Montana, Future of Irreg­
ular Airlines in U» S. Air Transportation Industry, faear- 
Ings before the Senate èmaïl Business Committee, March 31- 
May 8, 1953» PP* 575-6* Hereafter referred to as Senate 
Hearings, 1953*
18
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oannot cease or begin services between two points without 
CAB approval. They have been termed "scheduled’ in that 
they offer scheduled services to the points served#
Most of the nonscheduled carriers began operations In 
191̂ .5 and 19I4.6 under a general exemption order which had been 
Issued by the CAB In 1938, This order exempted from economic 
regulation all carriers operating a nonscheduled service. In 
1938 there were few such carriers# practically all of them 
operating only small aircraft, and the CAB did not foresee 
the effect this exemption order would have on the industry,^ 
In surplus aircraft could be leased or purchased
cheaply, and many individuals with a few thousand dollars 
went Into the business of air transportation, some with Re­
construction Finance Corporation loans. Later the CAB was 
to drive many of these airlines out of existence* Thus, 
there were so many federal government agencies that It was 
possible to find one agency to help establish a business, 
and another agency to kill it, A real cradle to the grave 
service for business.
There is nothing available to suggest that those small 
business enterprises wanted anything more than an opportunity 
to earn a profit, (and offer a service, fulfilling a need)
2, See the statements of Delos W. Rentzel, Chairman, CAB;
accompanied by Oswald Ryan, Vice Chairman, Jos, P. Adams, 
and Chan Gurney, Board members, pp. 75-104, Senate Hear­
ings, I9SI.
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In ft free enterprise economy. They e%pected competition, 
knowing they might lose their investments, yet they sought 
no government shelter. Today the nonscheduled carrier fly­
ing large two and four engine aircraft has been all but 
exterminated, and this extermination has been due more to 
CAB policies, and practices of the scheduled airlines, than 
to any other factor. The GAB and the scheduled airlines 
have been so closely allied on this Issue as to suggest that 
the CAB, which supposedly regulates the scheduled carriers.
Is regulated by the scheduled carriers.
It appears that this class of carrier has been almost 
eliminated largely because they were upsetting a status quo 
which had been maintained by the certificated airlines since 
1938, when Congress established the Civil Aeronautics Board,
The nonscheduled lines were forcing the scheduled lines to 
meet innovation and competition. They embarrassed the industry 
by proving that a pipeline to the federal treasury was not 
needed to operate an airline. They showed that the public 
could get lower rates without CAB economic regulation. In 
fact, the public has gotten lower air transportation rates 
in spite of government regulation.
These nonscheduled carriers gave the industry some new 
concepts in commercial air transportation, most notable of 
which is air coach, a second class passenger service at re­
duced fares. Responsibility for the development of this
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must rest with the nonscheduled airlines, as this class of 
carrier was the first, by approximately three years,3 to 
offer such service. As will be explained later, the non­
scheduled carrier also played a major role In the develop­
ment of the air freight Industry. Many members of this class 
of carrier have been rewarded for these Innovations by ex­
termination*
Prior to late 19^8 the certificated lines had offered 
a relatively luxurious passenger service. Compared to sur­
face modes, air travel was Indeed luxurious. Time required 
by air travel was only a fraction of that required by sur­
face methods. Meals were served aloft, the price of which 
was Included in the tariff. Hostesses catered to every 
passenger* s need. Passengers were not crowded aboard the 
aircraft. On some flights liquor was served In luxurious 
lounges. But, the price of this service was high In com­
parison to surface transportation. So high. In fact, that 
many passengers desiring transportation were priced out of
3, It was not until 19^8 that a certificated carrier offered 
this second class service. For data supporting the view 
that the nonscheduled carriers developed the air coach 
market see; Heilman, Richard, "The Air Transport Industry," 
The Structure of American Industry, edited by Adams, Walter,
p .
Forbes, Esther E,, "The Battle of the Airlines," Flying, 
Feb,, 19^9» P*CAB member Oswald Ryan has stated; certainly they
(the nonscheduled carriers) have stimulated the develop­
ment of low-fare alr-coach service, without question." 
Senate Hearings. 1953, p. 39»
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Its market. Before the advent of the nonscheduled airlines 
this was the only air service available. This service was 
also subsidized by "overninent, so that although rates were 
high, all passengers did not pay the total cost of services 
received. The taxpayer contributed the difference.
The rates for this luxury service averaged about six 
cents per passenger-mlle, exclusive of tax. A survey of 
passengers arriving and leaving ÎTew York City in November,
1914.7, showed that sixty-one percent of those utilizing air 
had annual Incomes of $:6,000 and over.^ In 19)̂ 7 only ten 
percent of all families and single persons had incomes above 
$6,000. This survey strongly suggests that this luxury 
service priced Itself out of the mass air transportation 
market consisting of average Income earners.
Prior to late 191+3 the certificated lines offered only 
this luxury, first-class service. Before this, they had 
never offered two classes of services, as do the railroads, 
(pullman and coach), and the steamship lines, and it is 
probable they never would have done so had the noncertificated, 
non subsidised airlines not shown them how. Over many routes 
this luxury service was characterized by low load-factors—  
a low percentage of the seats on each aircraft filled with 
paying passengers*
Heilman, op.cit., p. I4.9I.
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Aa far as can be determined, the noncertificated carriers 
never thought In terms of operating this luxury service* From 
their inception, rates were from three to four and one-half 
cents per mile. Meals, when served, consisted of box lunches. 
Extra seats were added to the aircraft to Increase revenues, 
and each passenger therefore had less space. Gone were the 
plush trappings and the lounges. Travel agents were used to 
acquire business. When these carriers first began operations, 
routes and schedules were sometimes flexible. One patron 
reported the opportunity to vote for or against a J|5-mlnute 
meal stop at Albuquerque, while enroute on a coast to coast 
flight.^ Thus, a very definitely second-class service was 
offered, but the fares for this service were competitive with 
railroad fares. Thus, air travel could now be afforded by the 
masses. The stated end of the regulation of transportation is 
the **pub 11c interest,* which should certainly include air 
fares within the reach of the masses. However, the various 
"wards" of the Civil Aeronautics Act opposed this concept of 
reduced fares at almost every turn until they were finally 
forced to permit air travel for the masses.
This second class service became known as Air Coach. To 
a large extent It was characterized by high load factors. In
5, Jacobs, Larry, "Coast to Coast for $99," Flying, June,
1949, pp. 2 l4 ff.
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order to get these high load factors, it operated largely be­
tween points where much traffic was available and Its reduced 
fares brought In more passengers. These additional passengers 
offset low passenger-mile fares.
In addition to offering second-class service, the non­
scheduled carriers also served passenger markets not previously 
served by the certificated carriers. One such carrier was the 
first to offer air service between Pittsburgh and Atlantic 
Clty,^ Another was the first to offer service between Now 
York City and Atlantic City, flying as many as eleven trips 
per day during the summer of 19̂ .6. This route was already 
under franchiso by Eastern Airlines but had not been serviced 
by them. In the summer of 19̂ 4-7 the CAB ordered this non­
scheduled carrier to cease flying the route. Eastern did not 
begin aervlolng it until several months later.7 One nonsched­
uled airline gave Sitka, Alaska, its first direct air connec­
tion with the United States.® Spokesmen for the certificated 
group maintain that these lines are reluctant to serve small 
communities. Previously, persons wishing to travel to Sitka 
from the United States had to travel by Pan American to 
Ketchikan or Juneau and then to Sitka by small seaplane.
6. Senate Hearings, 1953* P* 317*
7. "Tourists Airline," (author not given). Flying. Feb.,
19^3, p. 60.
8. Senate Hearings. 1951, pp. 111-2,
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This occasionally necessitated remaining overnight at either 
Ketchikan or Juneau, and because this route was longer than 
the direct route. It added to the expense of the trip. Hav­
ing pioneered and established the direct route from Sitka, 
the airline applied for a certificate of public convenience 
and necessity* This application was supported by letters 
and statements from private individuals and public officials* 
Former Governor Gruenlng of Alaska gave some rather strong 
testimony in its favor*9 Nevertheless, the Board never held 
hearings on Its application, and the line ceased operations 
in the fall of 1950 In the general demise of nonscheduled 
carriers which then occurred on the Alaska-stateside routes.
The certificated airlines have, in the past, strongly 
resisted such Innovations as air coach* So strong has been 
this opposition that one is left wondering how air coach 
ever came into general use. Their opposition has centered 
mainly In the protection of the expensive six cents per mile 
flights. It seemed difficult for them to realise that al­
though a Chevrolet can be bought for half the price of a 
Cadillac, Cadillacs are still being sold. It was also dif­
ficult for them to realise that profits could be earned from 
air coach service.
Shortly after World War IX the rapid growth of air travel
9* senate Hearings, 19^1# pp. 111-2.
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came to a Iialt* In 19^6, the sixteen trunk line carriers 
flew 5*9 billion passenger miles; in 19^7» 6.0 billion 
paaaengsr miles; and in I9Î4.3, ^.8 billion passenger miles.
It can also be noted that the trunk line carriers, as a 
whole, operated at a loss throughout this period; Tastern 
Airlines was the only trunk line carrier to earn profits 
consistently* In all probabilities air travel had failed to 
continue its normal upward growth because the airplane had 
saturated its first-class luxury market.
The nonscheduled carriers, through air coach, had shown 
the industry a way out of its growth-profit dilemma, but the 
protected part of the industry, supported by subsidies, was 
reluctant to heed this lesson.
Carlton Putnam, Chairman of the Board, Chicago and 
Southern Air Lines, (a certificated trunk line) had a way out 
of this financial predicament. In 19̂ f9# writing in Plying, 
he stated:
”The basic cause, the only significant cause, of 
our depressed sir transport Industry has been the 
mail rate deprivation and we might as well— all 
of us— face it*"^®
He advocated increased subsidies to alleviate the condition.
Eastern, Trans-World, American, United, and Northwest Airlines
also had a way out. Early in 194̂ 9 they proposed that the CAB
10. Putnam, Carlton, **Air Line Skies are Clearing," Plying, 
May, 191+9, P# 72.
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permit them to add a surchare© of one dollar to all ticket* 
sold.^^
It had apparently never occurred to these carriers that 
Tares could be reduced in such a manner as to Increase reve­
nu os» Speaking of air coach, service before the Senate Inter­
state and Foreign Commerce Committee, Mr, C, R, Smith, Presi­
dent of American Airlines, stated;
"I think you would have to run the hazard, 
though, that the operation would be unprofitable, 
and it would have the tendency of creating more 
dependence upon airmail compensation than presentlyexists."12
Before the same Committ©e, Mr, Wm, A, Patterson, President
of United, stated;
"But the only immediate source of relief in 
dealing with our uneconomic price-cost ratio 
appears to be in the form of higher mail rates,"!’
Later, In respect of air coach service, he stated;
"In other words, our Market Research Depart­
ment told me that If we are going to four cents, 
we would have to increase our business 150 percent 
to gain dollars. They can only show me that we 
can gain 70 percent*
"Now, when you are operating as we are, at a 
loss, I do not think it is good business judgment 
to go out and add to those losses until the rules 
of the game are established. United Airlines does 
not have any money today for any experimental work,"
Pan American Airways has the distinction of being the
1 1, Heilman, op.clt,, p. 1̂ .77*
12, Senate Hearings, 1953# P# 308,
1 3, Senate Hearings. 1953, p, 309.
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first certificated airlines to offer air coach service. On 
its route between New York and Puerto Rico it was encountered 
much competition from the irregular carriers.^ In September, 
19 4̂-8» it reduced fares on this route Ĵ O percent, and added 12 
seats to its 52 passenger DC-i^s*^^ This fare cut had the 
effect of putting a good many of the irregulars flying this 
route out of business,
Domestically, fare cutting was not so easy, because the 
CAB has complete jurisdiction over fares, and here it was 
not Pan American who first applied to reduce fares. Early 
in 19^8, Capital Airlines applied to the Board for permis­
sion to offer coach service between Mew York and Chicago at 
four cents per mile. Capital was opposed by several other 
airlines. After delaying this application for the maximum 
allowable time for a rate change, the Board, with reserva­
tions, by a three to two vote, approved it. The CAB did 
not permit a non-stop flight, and the service could operate 
only at night, typically departing New York at 1:00 A.M. 
and arriving in Chicago at 5*00 A.M.
Air coach service, since raised to four and one-half
lî., Heilman, op. cit., p.
15. Forbes, op. cit., p. 2]+.,
16. Heilman, op. cit., p. It can be argued that Pan
American's six cent rate put a ceiling over the non­
scheduled carriers, thus allowing them to operate at 
cheaper fares.
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cents per aile, has beco^a successrul* Practically all the 
certificated lines are now offering coach service, including 
those lines opposing Capital's application, T'lo industry 
has continued its rapid rate of growth, which can be attri­
buted primarily to the reductions of fares offered by air 
coach service. Between 19 1̂-9 and 1952, profits of the do­
mestic trunk line carriers as a whole have been up,^7
Thus, air transportation is now within the reach of the 
masses, because its rates are competitive with rail fares. 
Northwest, a certificated carrier, reported that J+O percent 
of its coach passengers would not have used air transporta­
tion otherwise,^® American Airlines estimated that 50,ii 
percent of its coach traffic had annual incomes of ^5,000 
and below,^9 contrasted to the study mentioned earlier showing 
6l percent with incomes of #6,000 and above using the only 
available certificated service in 1947»
Having pioneered this service, many of the nonscheduled 
carriers applied for the coveted and exclusive certificate 
of public convenience and necessity in order to offer coach 
service legally and free of the restrictions of the CAB,
None was granted. The Board simply refused to hold hearings 
on many applications. Those heard were refused for various
17, Locklln, D,P,, Economies of Transportation, p, 8l8,
18, Heilman, op.clt,, p. .̂9!̂,
19, American Airlines Exhibit No, 37, CAB Docket 3397, 
cited Senate Hearings, 1953* pp. 265-6,
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reasons. One carrier that offered a combined coach and car­
go service got a court order to force the CAB to agree to 
hold hearings on its application, but the Board was able to 
delay this until the line was forced out of business for a 
violation of its frequency regulations. The Board’s policy 
towards these nonscheduled carriers was aptly stated in an 
examiner* s report submitted in a case considering a certifi­
cated application. It stated:
"The traffic hauled by the Irregular and non­
scheduled operators must be viewed as traffic which 
should be available to the certificated carriers if 
the public interest would be thereby served. 'Public 
interest* as used here is an all inclusive term and 
encompasses the financial well-being of those car­
riers supported in whole or in part by funds in the
F e d e r a l  T r e a s u r y . " 2 0
The CAB and the scheduled, certificated airlines have 
given many reasons for their opposition to the nonscheduled 
carriers*21 They have stated that the latter only want to 
operate over high density routes, thus "skimming the cream" 
of the air transportation market. But previous to the ex­
istence of these carriers the certificated carriers with 
their high tariffs only skimmed the cream of the demand for 
air service. Also, the nonscheduled carriers occasionally
20. Senate Hearings. 1953# p. 17i|..
21. For this opposition see Senate Hearings, 1951# pp. 
ŷ -lOl̂ ., and pp. 236-21̂.1. Also see Senate Hearings. 
1953# pp. 2-q.O, pp. i|_19-l|.30.
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served markets not previously served by the certificated 
carriers, and instances will be cited where they have 
created new markets not previously served by the certifi­
cated lines.
The scheduled carriers have opposed the independents 
on the ground that they were using cheap government surplus 
aircraft, offering low rates only because of the low cost of 
their aircraft. The scheduled carriers have maintained that 
when these aircraft become obsolete the nonscheduled linos 
would cease operations because they could not afford the coat 
of new aircraft at their tariff levels* However, nonscheduled 
carriers have purchased new aircraft. One carrier was the 
first of any airline to purchase new post-war all-cargo air­
craft. The scheduled carriers have also purchased and leased 
low cost government surplus aircraft. In their opposition 
to the nonscheduled carriers they have not explained why they 
were so reluctant to use these aircraft to offer lower fares*
The California Public Utilities Commission has made a 
study of the profitability of fare cutting which invalidates 
some of the claims made by the certificated carriers* This 
study was made on the route between Los Angeles and San Fran­
cisco. Other siach instances could be cited, but the studies 
made by the Commission on this route tend to clarify certain 
aspects of air coach. On January 1, 19i}-9# fares between Los 
Angeles and San Francisco were as follows; bus, ^5,92j rail.
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tS.63| ftnd airline* tax is Included. This Is about
seven cents per mile for air transportation, including one 
cent tax, leaving six cents for the airline. In igl̂ 8, 27.6 
percent of those utilizing public carriers in traveling be­
tween the two cities went by air, 28.0 percent went by bus, 
and Mi-.lf percent used the railroads. It is to be noted that 
air travel was the least popular type of transportation used. 
On January 2, 19̂ .9, California Central, a nonscheduled air­
line, began flying the route. California Central was part 
of a nonscheduled airline nAilch had just been forced to cease 
transcontinental operations. It had been carrying passengers 
from Los Angeles to Uew York for $99 plus tax. Because this 
was considerably under that charged by the certificated 
carriers the CAB chased it off the transcontinental routes. 
California Central began operations over this intrastate 
route, thinking that by confining its operations to the 
boundaries of one state it could escape CAB economic regula­
tion. On January 2 this airline offered air service between 
Los Angeles and San Francisco for $9.99 plus tax, or $ll.ij.9 
tax included. This was about three cents per mile or three 
and one-half cents with tax. From being the least popular 
type of public carrier on the route, the airplane became the 
most popular. Whereas in 1948# 27.6 percent of the passengers 
had used air. In 1949 this figure had risen to 43 percent and 
by 19^0, 60 percent of those traveling by public carrier be­
tween the two cities were using air. In 1948, some 263#000
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passenger» had traveled by air# In 19li-9» the number in­
creased to 1̂ .07#000# In this instance the market had been 
broadened, because more people were now traveling by pub­
lic carrier between the two cities# It is assumed that 
this increase came from people who would otherwise have 
driven their own cars or remained at home#
So successful was California Central that other non­
scheduled lines and one certificated carrier tried to do 
the same# As other independent carriers entered the route, 
the fare was reduced to #9»9^ plus tax* Western Airlines, 
the certificated carrier servicing the route, Immediately 
tried to get Into the act. It applied to the CAB for per­
mission to reduce fares to three cents per mile# In 
September, 19̂ 1-9» the CAB gave it permission to do so, pro­
vided departure times wore scheduled only between 10:00 P.M. 
and 1:00 A.M. Such CAB policies are admittedly based on 
the doctrine that the six-cent service must be protected, 
and that three-cent flights can be permitted only when 
they do not divert too much traffic from the six-cent flights. 
Such a CAB ruling on Western* s application shows one of two 
things. First, the Board appears quite stupid to have re­
fused Western permission to compete with the nonscheduled 
carriers on the ground that its six-cent flights would suffer, 
Several other airlines were already offering the service, and 
presumably cutting into the six-cent flights. Second, the
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CAB may have been thinking of the Immediate extermination 
of these nonscheduled airlines operating within the boundaries 
of California* This would have protected the alx-cent flights 
and also greatly pleased the bus and train operators. Western 
airlines got around this CAB ruling by forming a subsidiary. 
Western Air of California, which operated only within the 
boundaries of California.
The results of the study made by the California Public 
Utilities Commission show this to be a highly profitable 
operation.22 Claims made by the certificated lines to the 
effect that the Irregular carriers do not have to earn high 
depreciation charges have little meaning In the light of this 
study.
The Commission decided that a few of the smaller lines 
lost money on the run. This, however, was the exception 
rather than the rule. These smaller lines may not have been 
able to operate at load factors as high as some of the larger 
lines. It Is likely that they did not have proper ticket 
offices or perhaps had Insufficient funds to advertise their 
services.
The Commission decided that this was a risky venture, 
and that a ten percent return on Investment would not be ab­
normal. It found that California Central, the first non-
22. Brecher, Edward M., "Air Travel Can Be Inexpensive,"
Consumer Reports, June, 1950, pp. 270 ff.
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scheduled carrier to enter the route, in its first year of 
operation, earned enough to cover its actual expenses, plus 
additional expenses as estimated by the Commission, plus a 
ten percent return on its investment, plus excess earnings 
of approximately $100,000. For an airline operating four 
DC-3 type aircraft these excess earnings alone would cover 
all depreciation costs. For the first three months of Western 
Air of California's operations, the Commission found that its 
revenues covered all expenses, earned a ten percent return, 
and had excess earnings of $75,000. Total earnings may have 
been even higher, as the Commission study upped so%^ of the 
expense accounts, and revised downward the number of completed 
flights.
Spokesmen for the CAB have also alleged (argued) that 
the Irregulars often fly only when they have a full load.
They point out that the certificated carriers must fly on 
a schedule regardless of the load available. One fact be­
came significant. As the nonscheduled passenger carriers 
developed business, they wanted to maintain regular services. 
Just as the corner grocer maintains regular hours, so did 
many of these nonscheduled carriers wish to maintain regular 
departure and arrival times. It is difficult to determine 
how they could operate a common carriage business otherwise. 
Passengers demand to know sAien an aircraft will depart. If 
it does not depart, or if it does not depart as scheduled, the
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airline will aoon lose its patrons* The GA3 has exterminated 
many of these carriers on the grounds that they were operating 
a scheduled service*
It has been charged that the nonscheduled carriers are 
small enterprises with few stockholders, few employees, few 
aircraft owned, and few assets, and so are unstable and un­
reliable, and should not be allowed to Jeopardize the opera­
tions of the certificated carriers whose stockholders have 
invested millions of d o l l a r s W i t h i n  the lifetime of some 
of the readers of this paper every airline was small, with 
few aircraft, few owners, and few employees*
Extermination of the nonscheduled carriers has been 
achieved by several methods* Important has been competition 
among themselves, and competition from the scheduled airlines* 
Many of these small lines could not operate as efficiently 
as others, and many could not develop enough busin@sa to con­
tinue operations* Some had the wrong type of equipment for 
the routes they were hauling over, and lines utilizing more 
efficient equipment drove these out* In this instance com­
petition forced the use of the moat economical types of air­
craft* The so-called feeder class of airlines, serving small 
communities, and getting the major portion of subsidies, ael-
23* Brief of Capital Airlines, GAB Docket 5132, Oct. 25,
195V, pp. 12-13.Capital Airlines Exhibits 6 and 7, CAB Docket 5132,
Aug* V, 1952*
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dom use equipment suited for their routes. They persist In 
flying large 20-passenger aircraft with three crew members 
into towns where only three or four passengers want trans­
portation, nimination of subsidies would quickly cure this 
unecono::.iical condition, and these lines, if they were worthy 
of serving their localitiea, would soon acquire aircraft 
adapted to their routes. In contrast to many of the non­
scheduled airlines going bankrupt, when certain scheduled 
airlines v#©re facing financial disaster in the post World War 
II period, the CAB saved them by simply Increasing mail pay.
Competition, sometime s appearing to be cutthroat competi­
tion, from the scheduled segment of the industry has forced 
many of these airlines out of b u s i n e s s . I t  la to be noted 
that this competition was government subsidized, through ex­
cessive tariffs for carriage of the mail. Pan American, 
drawing more subsidy than any other single airline, seems to 
have Indulged in this cutthroat competition more than any 
other certificated airline.
The three and eight rule, and modifications of it, has 
been the CAB*s most effective regulation exterminating these 
small airlines. Many irregular carriers have been forced 
to cease operations as a result of it. This rule Ural ted the
2Î4-. Locklln, D. Philip, Economics of Transportatlon, p. 8 .̂9. 
2^. See pp. I4.3, 75s, this manuscript.
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Irregular carriers to not more than three flights per month 
between certain pairs of cities* and to not more than eight 
flights per month between any other two points. In an in­
dustry which strives for 12 hours per day utilization of its 
flight equipment this is similar to saying you cannot operate* 
Many of these lines were leasing their aircraft by the month, 
not by the trip. Business could hardly be acquired with so 
few flights. This regulation seems to have been promulgated 
in order to prevent the independents from operating over high 
density routes and thereby prevent them from skimming the 
cream of the scheduled operators. Yet the CAB was not content 
to apply it to just the routes previously established by the 
scheduled airlines. It applied equally to all routes, in­
cluding those developed solely by the nonscheduled airlines. 
Carriers hauling only cargo were exempted. Extermination was 
achieved in two ways* first, those airlines which atteragjted 
to abide by the three and eight rule could not exist on so 
few trips; second, when an airline violated the rule, its 
letter of registration was revoked, which prevented it from 
flying its aircraft.
The nonscheduled lines fought application of this rule 
through the courts. As might be expected the small lines 
with less financial resources were unsuccessful. Some of 
the larger carriers with more resources were successful for a 
time in getting delaying actions, and at this writing some
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of these larger carriers are still opposing the CAB through 
the courts*
The Senate Small Business Committee in 1951 recommended 
that the three and eight rule be su sp e n de d, T h e  GAB sus­
pended it, but supplanted it with a regulation almost as 
paralyzing.
The newer regulation allowed a few more flights per month* 
It is so complicated that one operator has stated that the 
services of one full time employee were required just to 
schedule his four aircraft in compliance with the order.
Various other regulations which apparently were designed 
to regulate the nonscheduled carrier out of existence have 
harassed these carriers. The Board ruled that several car­
riers could not use the same travel agent*^7 Being limited 
to so few flights between any two points, it was not feasible 
for each of these small carriers to maintain ticket offices 
in enough cities to keep their aircraft busy. By pooling 
their resources, one ticket agency could serve several car­
riers* But the CAB had other plans*
Because of the Board*s frequency requirements, and be­
cause of the seasonal nature of certain contract operations,
26. Senate Misc. Reports, III, lllj.88, Rpt, 5i}-0, July 10,
1951 * î or the three and eight rule, see, CAB Economic 
Regulation, pt* 29I* amendment 1, Order Serial No, IH- 
1^9, 16 F*R. 2216,
27. CAB Economic Regulations, pt, 29I, 1st rev., sec, 291*26 
(b), Zk P.R. 6807.
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It became common practice for these carriers to lease air­
craft for short periods, often from other carriers. The 
CAB stopped this by requiring the nonscheduled carriers to 
have exclusive use of their aircraft for a six month period.
Another major factor in the elimination of these car­
riers has been d e l a y . Applications for certificates by 
these carriers have taken years to process, with the result 
frequently being that the carrier went out of business try­
ing to operate as a nonscheduled airline while awaiting Board 
action on its application. This delay seems to be the inevi­
table result of bureaucracy. When one board must review each 
proposed route change, merger, etc*, there is hardly hope for 
expeditious handling of these changes.
The CAB first Instituted a study of the irregular air car­
riers in It was not until eleven years later, in 1955,
that the CAB» s examiner submitted his final report.^® This 
report recommended that about half of the nonscheduled car­
riers still in existence be put out of business on the
28. Civil Air Regulations, pt. sec. l̂ .̂l (a) (12a).
29. See testimony of Andre de Saint Phalle, Air Line Industry 
Investiriatlon. Hearings before the Committee on Intq^Z" " 
'ilEiTë""ân2r*î'breign Commerce, U.S. Senate, Part June 21*
29, 191 9̂, Jan. 30-31, 1950, pp. 1811-1832.
30. Time, Apr. 11, 1955, p. 101. This consisted of two hear- 
Ings. The first was ruled out as being inconsistent with 
changing conditions.
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gro’onds that their operations overlapped the schedule car­
riers. The report also recommended that the other half be 
given a revised classification as supplemental carriers.
This revised classification would allow them unlimited charter 
privileges and a limited number of scheduled passenger flights.
This study was made in two parts. After conducting in­
vestigations extending over some three years, the Board’s ex­
aminers submitted a report. The CAB ruled that due to chang­
ing conditions this report was obsolete, and another study was 
needed. Accordingly, the Board’s examiners instituted another 
study, known as the "Large Irregular Air Carriers Case."
Frequently the CAB used this study to shield its actions 
against the Irregular carriers. In answer to those who criti­
cized the CAB for exterminating the nonscheduled carriers.
Board spokesmen could state that they were "studying" the 
irregulars, and doing everything they could to determine the 
irregulars place in the air transport industry.
Concerning the second part of this study, the President 
of American Air Transport, a nonscheduled carrier, stated;
"...This represents the transcript for <0 per­
cent of the case. The case is only half over at the 
present time. There are some 30,000 pages there and 
it has coat each carrier $6,000 just to receive the 
transcript."We are small business men. We cannot afford 
to pay fabulous attorney fees to have a lawyer pre­
sent at this hearing every day that it has been 
going on....# And, by every opinion we can hear, 
it will go on for another year; it will be 2 years 
before a record twice this size, at least, will be 
gone over by the examiner and a recommendation come
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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"By that time all of the records that we see 
here will be obsolete. They will be 2 years old 
and the CAB will say, *We better look this over and 
bring the record up to date’ . What are t'aey doing 
in the meantime while all of these hearings are 
going on to save our lives? They are slowly chop­
ping our heads off while that is going on*"31
The Board and some of Its members have seemingly gone 
out of their way just to harass Individual nonscheduled car­
r i e r s . 32 North American Airlines, probably the most success­
ful of the all-passenger independents, wished to purchase at 
a coat of $2,600,000 two new DC-6b aircraft for its trans­
continental coach operations. In February, 1952, a firm 
purchase order was submitted to the Douglas Aircraft Corp­
oration for these two aircraft, which were as modern as any 
in use by the scheduled airlines at the time. This purchase 
order was quite contrary to the statements of those who 
insist that these nonscheduled airlines would be unable to 
purchase new aircraft when their war surplus aircraft be­
came obsolete. To block this purchase, the CAB had another 
trick up its sleeve.
Under the materials allocation plans in effect during 
the Korean War, government approval was needed to purchase 
new aircraft. The Air Coordinating Comtulttee was required 
to approve sales of new aircraft by United States manufac-
31. The speaker is referring only to the second hearing held 
by the CAB during its investigation of the irregular 
carriers. Senate Hearings. 1953# p. 321.
32. Senate Hearings, 1953# p. 33.
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turers* The CAB had one member on this committee. The 
committee had approved sales of aircraft to foreign nations, 
but due to the objections of it a CAB member, North American 
was unable to secure the necessary priorities. The CA3 mem­
ber is understood to have based liis objection on the view 
that North American was unable to justify its need for these 
new aircraft. Later, the priorities system was changed, and 
North American purchased its aircraft,
North American Airlines is one of the largest, if not 
the largest, of the nonscheduled airlines still operating.
It is surviving only because it has been able to fight the 
CAB before it, the Board, and in the courts.
It is quite possible that without the cost of this 
litigation it would have been able to reduce fares still 
f’orther. With assets of ^9,000,000, its 19^^ revenues are 
estimated at $11,000,000. At this time North American is 
divided into several subsidiaries. By combining operations 
it has been possible to keep each airline within CAB frequency 
regulations and still offer dally service over its major 
routes. In February, 1955# a CAB examiner recommended that 
it be grounded again, because in effect it is operating a 
scheduled airline. Somehow North American has won a stay 
of execution until it makes an appeal before the full Board,
33, senate Hearings. 1953# PP* 315# 56l.
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It has operated ai nee 19Î|-6 only by auch legal maneuver a as 
these. Many smaller carriers, unable to afford the cost of 
this litigation, but operating with much the same policies 
as North American, have been put out of business. North 
American is currently negotiating with the Austrian Govern­
ment to form an Austrian airline.^4 These negotiations may 
be successful. If the> are. It is a sad commentary that 
this airline was driven out of its own nation, which it has 
served, so well.
Reportedly North American was the f1rst nonscheduled 
airline to offer coast to coast air transportation for 4?99* 
It undoubtedly played a major role in the development of air 
coach service, and it played a major role in forcing the pro­
tected, subsidized, and certificated carriers to offer coach 
service. With the now DC—6b aircraft mentioned above, it re­
duced coast to coast fares to ^75* exclusive of tax. Its 
advertisements boast "1 billion passenger miles without an 
accident— a perfect safety record.
3ft. Time, Sept. 5# 1955» P* 69.
35. Tima, Fob. 28, 1955» pp. 77-78.
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Under these conditions,••*••• the managers 
of the dominant firms feel it necessary to 
control government in order to protect their 
own interests*
Paul Douglas
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CHAPTER III 
AIR FREIGHT
World War II firat saw large scale movement of cargo 
by air. At the time It was thought by many that the coat of 
these shipments waa borne by military necessity*^ It was 
assumed that commercial air freight would be restricted to 
the carriage of small-volume, high-value articles that needed 
rapid transportation# An air express service was available 
but its rates were so high that only small-volume, high-value, 
or emergency shipments could move by air.
The possibilities of transporting on a commercial basis 
goods other than those small-volume, high-value articles 
which previously moved by air express have made themselves 
apparent only within the last decade. This field now appears 
to be virtually unlimited* It has been developed largely by 
the military services and a class of carriers operating with­
out government subsidy. In some cases the air freight in­
dustry has been developed in spite of the CA3 and those car­
riers operating with CAB approval.
In all fairness to the CAB it should be said tliat the 
Board has been more lenient with the nonscheduled lines* 
freight business than it has been with their passenger
1, See Chennault, Claire, Way of a Fighter. for a dis­
cussion of supplying the American Volunteer Group and 
the ll̂ -th Air Force by air.
46
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business# Probably this is so because freight operations 
have interfered less with the certificated lines than has 
the nonscheduled lines* passenger business#
Since World War II the use of the airplane to haul 
general cargo has grown tremendously. Domestic air freight 
has grown from two million ton-milea in 19l|5 to 69 million 
ton-miles in 19^8 to 235 million ton-miles in 1951. In one 
week in 1951 the domestic air freight carriers flew three 
times as many ton-miles as were flown in all of 19 .̂5#̂
Today this rapidly expanding field needs a freedom 
which will allow individual air freighters to attempt 
innovation# It is in a stage of development where the trial 
and error method can be used to best advantage to determine 
the industry*s practices# Five men sitting in Washington who, 
too often, think in terms of maintaining the status quo, can 
hardly aid the growth of this segment of the air transportation 
industry, A regulatory body which requires years to reach a 
decision cannot possibly provide the flexibility needed by 
this growing industry to establish and adjust to policies 
which will allow It to contribute the maximum to our economy.
If anyone is of the opinion that government regulation or 
action is now necessary to establish a new air service, let
2, Winchester, James H,, “Domestic Air Freight," Flying,Sept., 1952, p# 20. — -2—
Heilman, Richard, "The Air Transport Industry," The Struc­
ture of American Industry, edited by Walter Adams, p. I4.98,
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hlm conaîder that the business of hauling cargo by air got 
off to a solid beginning before the CAB ever began regulat­
ing it, indeed, even before the CAB recognized its existence* 
Many advantages accrue from the use of air transporta­
tion, First and most important is speed. Domestically, 
many perishable foodstuffs are now being shipped by air which 
could not be shipped otherwise,3 Strawberries can be shipped 
from California to eastern markets in a matter of hours. Air 
freight, by reducing the time in transit, allows a reduction 
of inventories and therefore a faster turnover* The merchant 
is troubled with fewer stocks of discontinued models. In­
surance and packaging costa are lower, and overhead and 
Interest charges are reduced,^ ?Jhen clothing is shipped by 
air the merchant eliminates repressing costs. Isolated in­
dustries needing parts and supplies from a distant source 
can get them in a matter of hours rather than weeks,^
Although at first glance it may appear that air trans­
portation la expensive, yet it is sometimes economical to 
Increase certain costs in order to decrease other coats,
Wlien perishable foodstuffs are shipped by air the price in­
crease gained through freshness can compensate for the In-
3# Winchester, James H,, "Among the Freighters," Flying,
June, 1952, p. 37.
if, Winchester, o p . c l t Sept., 1952, p* 28.
Winchester, op*clt*, June, 1952, p* 37.
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creased shipping charges* Future air freight costa may be 
reduced through new aircraft designs, assuming that the CAB 
allows such reductions, and assuming that enough competition 
exists In the industry to pass such savings on to the 
customer*
As might be expected many nonscheduled lines added 
cargo to their passenger business* Some, such as Slick 
Airlines, apparently conceived of a cargo-only business*
On foreign routes, where the nonscheduled lines were com­
peting with Pan American, a CAB order prevented the non­
scheduled lines from carrying passengers, and these lines 
were therefore forced by government into an all-cargo busi­
ness*^ Contrary to American Airlines* advertisements,^ 
responsibility for the initial development of the air 
freight industry rests with the nonscheduled lines.^
Although the certificated airlines have been termed 
common carriers since 1938, their size limitations on car­
go prevented them from hauling all but a few commodities*
6* Conn, Harry, "Low-Cost Air Travel la Possible," New
Republic, June l8, 19^1, p, l6. During the Korean War 
the CABgranted the nonscheduled lines "military ex­
emptions," permitting them to carry military personnel 
on foreign flights,
7* Time, Oct. 11, 1954*
8* Heilman, op.cit., pp. 498-7*OP* Cl
Conn, op.clt*,p* l5*
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To theae scheduled lines, cargo had been an adjunct to their 
passenger business. Their cargo business, known as air ex­
press, consisted of what could be hauled in small compart­
ments of passenger aircraft. Their operations suggest that 
they have been far more interested in carrying passengers 
and relegating cargo to a second class position. In using 
combination aircraft designed for carrying both passengers 
and cargo, the latter was carried on a space-available basis, 
i.e., if any weight allowance reooained after passenger re­
quirements were met, cargo could be carried. Thus cargo was 
discouraged in two respects. No definite schedules could bo 
established with regard to amounts of cargo which could be 
accommodated. Shipments were limited in weight and restricted 
to parcels small enough to fit into aircraft compartments too 
small to be utilized by passengers* The high rates charged 
for this air express service excluded many commodities now 
regularly shipped by air. Had cargo always been given this 
second class treatment with its expensive tariffs we would 
in all probability today have only an air express service, 
carrying only small, high-value, or emergency shipments.
Seeing the successes of the nonscheduled lines in the 
freight field, the certificated lines began to develop freight
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d i v i s i o n * I n  the middle of 19^6 American Airlines an­
nounced the formation of its Contract Air Cargo Division.
With United Airlines and others* American acquired aircraft 
to be used solely for freight operations. After establish­
ing themselves In the business the certificated airlines 
then proceeded to eliminate the competition offered by the 
nonscheduled airlines*
During this period of rapid growth of the industry# the 
CAB at times acted favorably towards the all-cargo non­
scheduled lines and* at other times# it definitely hindered 
their operations. In 194-7 the CAB freed the all-cargo non­
scheduled lines from the restrictions which the Board was 
then imposing on the nonscheduled passenger airlines*
Without this action the Industry might not have been developed 
to the extent that It Is today. Certainly fewer of the all­
cargo carriers would still be in existence. Conditions may 
have been the same as in 1944-» when no all-cargo carriers 
existed.
During this formative period it can be noted that 
competitively* and in hearings before the Board* the air
9* Winchester, op.cit.» Sept., 1952, pp. 28f,
Heilman* op.clt., pp. 49^‘*7*
Conn, o p . c l t p. 15.
Forbes, Esther E.* "The Battle of the Airlines," Plyin",
Feb., 1949» p. 24.
10. Conn, op.cit., p. 15*
11. Loclclln* D. Philip, Economies of Transportatlon* p. 842.
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freight indu«try was divided into two groups# On one side 
there were the certificated, scheduled, subsidized lines who 
had lately gone into the freight business, and on the other 
side the nonscheduled lines led by the all-cargo carriers. 
Although the CAB eventually certificated several all-cargo 
carriers, yet it put many stumbling blocks in their path*
The main issue in this dispute was whether the all-cargo 
carriers such as Slick, Plying Tigers, etc., should be al­
lowed to operate.
To meet competition from the nonscheduled lines, the 
leading freight carriers among the certificated airlines 
reduced their rates considerably in August, The
effect of this was to increase the business of both groups. 
In what appears to have been cutthroat competition, the 
scheduled airlines continued to reduce rates throughout late 
194? and early 19^8#^^ General cuts were suspended by the 
CAB, but lower rates wore allowed on some commodities in 
which traffic waa heaviest. This eliminated some of the 
nonschoduled lines, but others remained. All-cargo carrier 
Slick reduced its rates to lO.ij. cents per ton-mlle, under- 
pricing all the larger carriers* Mr. Earl Slick stated that 
this fight cost his company $500,000. Wo can never know
12. Forbes, op.cit., pp. 2lf ff.
13. Heilman, op.cit.. p. 1̂ .97*
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what it coat the acheduled airlines and the taxpayers,but 
it can be noted that as a whole the trunk line carriers 
operated with deficits during the years 19ij-6-i|.8• Increased
subsidies in the late 19I4.O* s helped alleviate this condition. 
In April, 19^8, the CAB issued a temporary minimum rate order* 
Based partly on the recommendation of Slick Airlines, this 
stated that carriers should not operate below cost except 
for developmental purposes, and it established a minimum 
tariff of 16 cents a ton-mlle for the first 1,000 ton-miles 
and 13 cents for each additional ton-mlle in any single 
shipment
The certificated lines have consistently opposed the 
all-cargo carriers whenever they apply for certificates of 
public convenience and necessity* Some of their reasons 
will be given here, with a specific example of this opposition 
being given later in this chapter. The certificated lines 
have stated that it has not been proved that the operations 
of the all-cargo carriers will foster sound development of 
our transportation system. They argue that the all-cargo 
carriers have harmed the industry by forcing rates down too
ll|.. Conn, op.cit*, p. 1$.
Heilman, op.cit., p. 1̂ 97•
15# Locklin, op.cit.* p. 818, citing CAB Docket No. 5509»
Order E-737b, Appendix A (1953).
16. Forbes, op.cit., pp. 21̂. ff,
Heilman* op.clt», p. i}.97.
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quickly* The certificated lines are opposed to the policy 
of operating only over high density routes, and claim that 
the scheduled lines serve both large and small communities* 
For an alternative, the scheduled lines want to develop the 
cargo field gradually and exclusively, promising to do so 
to the fullest extent#^7 Their opposition is nothing other 
than an attempt to throttle competition and keep the field 
to themselves, something which many businessmen desire* Had 
we given Henry Ford such a status In 1920, today we would 
still be transporting ourselves In black Model T Fords*
The Civil Aeronautics Act states that its creature, 
the Civil Aeronautics Board, shall develop a sound air 
transportation industry* As has often been the case, the 
scheduled carriers are saying that before an innovation can 
be attempted, it must be proven sound*
We will leave the cargo field for a moment and move to 
air coach, which is the business of operating a second class 
passenger service at reduced fares* The first application 
for permission to offer such service waa filed in July, 19̂ 4-5, 
by Atlantic Airlines, a nonscheduled airline* Three years
17* Forbes, op.cit., p. 66* See the testimony of the many 
spokesmen for the certificated airlines before the Sen­
ate Small Business Committee, Future of Irregular Air­
lines in United States Air Tran sport at 1 on "Ï hdu s't ry , 
âenate'TtearJ.ngs, B3r(i Congress, 1st Session, Marc^ 31- 
May 8, 1953# hereafter referred to as Senate Hearings,1953.
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later. In August, 19^8» the Board denied the application, 
because It did not bell eve Atlantic could operate at its 
estimated cost. Air coach has since been proven sound by 
the number of airlines of all classes which are offering 
such service, Atlantic Airlines reportedly spent ^200,000 
presenting Its case before the Board. At this writing 
^160,000 will buy two used C-Î4.7 aircraft, suitable for air 
coach operations. So a mere attempt to prove soundness 
required an ozpendlture of two end one-half times the price 
of an aircraft to be used in the "unsound** v e n t u r e . I f  
our regulated industries are to operate profitably, the con­
sumer must pay the cost of these legal battles. Had Thomas 
Edison been required to prove before some government board 
the soundness of the electric light bulb industry we might 
still be using kerosene lamps. Whether or not a venture 
will be sound can be determined accurately only in the 
market place. Government boards which must listen to the 
whims of those who may lose by the new venture cannot 
determine soundness, nor does government regulation guaran­
tee a sound business. Even in periods of high prosperity 
many firms regulated by government are unsound. One of our 
larger railroads has been before the bankruptcy courts for 
years# A look at the record of dividend payments to stock-
18 # senate Hearings# 1953» P» 588,
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holders of certain certificated elrllnaa over the last 20 
years saggiests that these lines may be un.?ound. Perhaps 
some of these lines need to be pushed out of the market 
place by more efficient firms* rather than boing nuicsed 
along by government subsidies.
The certificated lines* argument that rates have been 
forced down too quickly is invalid. Often they havo been 
the ones to take the lead in price c u t t i n g , ^9 Rates deter­
mined by state-granted cartels should be reduced to the 
point where the consuming public gets the greatest possible 
service at the least possible cost over the long term. This 
point can best be achieved by a free market properly policed 
by anti-trust legislation.
Opposition to operating only over Iiigh density routes 
is equally invalid. To offer air transportatioîi service at 
the least cost, load-factors must be hig>i. Points which 
generate little traffic also generate low load-factors. If 
we assume that an airline is to operate profitably, and also 
assume that it is to serve small communities, then it arust 
increase the price of its services offered to the larger 
cities in order to cover Its losses over its low traffic 
generating points. The above assumes that the price is 
equal at all points. The scheduled airlines liave operated
19* See pp. ii-8, ?5f* this manuscript.
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their passenger business on these assumptions* To tie the 
air freight industry to the above concept may have prevented 
the use of the airplane for cargo purposes, as this concept 
could have completely priced the airplane out of the freight 
market* As a general rule in our economy, tne successful 
enterprises began where the need for them was greatest.
The need for air cargo service at small communities Is less 
than the need for such services at large communities. In 
this instance the CAB was not forcing the certificated lines 
to furnish air freight service to low traffic generating 
points as it does their passenger business*
In opposing certification of these all-cargo carriers 
the scheduled lines may have feared another mouth at the 
mail pay trough* There is some justification for this. The 
CAB recently proposed awarding three cent surface mall con­
tracts to three all-cargo l i n e s , T h e y  are to carry this 
mail at 18,5 cents per ton-mlle, the same as that given to the 
passenger lines for carriage of surface mail. There is prob­
ably no, or very little, subsidy in this contract. It 
would, however, be a paying business to the all-cargo car­
riers# The certificated passenger lines receive subsidy 
through carriage of air mall which. In instances, pays them 
cents per ton-mile* American, Eastern, Trans-World, and
20. Time, Kay l6, 1955,
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TTnited^ all certificated, scheduled airlines, immediately 
appealed this proposed award to the c o u r t s . T h e  GAB 
agreed to postpone the contract until a judicial opinion 
is obtained. The matter is now in the courts, where it 
may remain for some time.
As previously noted, the all-cargo carriers were facing 
government subsidised competition. In one case before the 
Board the non-subsidized, independent carriers opposed the 
subsidization of their competition. They requested that the 
CAB require an accounting division of the certificated lines* 
passenger and freight business, and that the CAB subsidize 
only the passenger business. This request was refused.
In the Braniff Airways (a certificated, scheduled line) 
mail pay award of late 19^8 the Board stated that subsidies 
would be granted for all Braniff»s operations, including its 
freight b u s i n e s s , 22 in this case the certificated lines 
could not use the argument that the all-cargo carriers were 
being subsidized through cheap war surplus aircraft, because 
they themselves were using such aircraft,23
When the nonscheduled airlines first started hauling 
freight, they used freight forwarders to develop traffic,
21. Time, June 6, 1955, p. 11.
22. Heilman, op.cit., p. 1)_98.
23. Senate Hearings, 1953, p. 352.
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much as the nonscheduled passenger airlines relied on travel 
agencies to find passengers. Freight forwarders have been 
used successfully by other modes of transportation and It 
seems reasonable to assume that they could be used success­
fully by the air freight industry. In the case of the rail­
roads and the truck lines, the freight forwarder consolidates 
less than carload shipments into carload shipment a. The rail­
roads have long given rate reductions, per unit of article 
shipped, on lots which will completely fill a freight car.
This reduces their handling expenses. The freight forwarder 
operates on the price differential between less than carload 
lots and carload lots. He accepta a number of small shipments, 
all going to the same destination, and consolidates these ship­
ments into a carload lot. He sometimes shares this saving with 
the shipper, and generally arranges for alternate modes of 
transportation, fastest routing, and connections with other 
carrier8,^^ There is little reason why this system should not 
be used in the air freight industry. Its workability for sur­
face transportation demands that it at least be given a trial. 
In 19!̂ -6 and early 19li-7 (when the CAB and the scheduled 
lines entered the picture) freight forwarders were being used 
by the nonscheduled lines. The nonscheduled lines had been 
giving price breakdowns on shipments of varying weight, allow-
2ij., Forbes, op.cit,, p. 65,
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Ing the freight forwarder a differential for his operations* 
The CAB ruled that freight forwarders could not operate with­
out CAB approval (and then the Board withheld its approval).
A number of freight forwarders stopped handling air shipments 
while others continued to operate in the shadow of the Board’s 
regulations* The forwarders who continued to operate were 
confronted with another obstacle* The scheduled airlines, 
several of whom had by this time gotten into the freight 
business, abandoned price breakdowns on shipments of less 
than 16,000 pounds*^^ This figure is in some instances far 
more than a plane load* Thus, if a freight forwarder could 
not find enough shipments to consolidate into a l6,000 pound 
load he had no price differential on which to operate* This 
hostility to freight forwarders, on the part of the scheduled 
airlines, again shows they were thinking only of a luxury 
business for cargo* They maintained that forwarders are more 
likely to retard delivery than to expedite it* Forwarders 
may delay shipments to some extent, but their services to 
the shipper may more than compensate for this delay* A 
shipper would in no instance be required to deal through the 
forwarders. He had the choice of taking hia shipment direct 
to the airline, if he felt forwarders delayed shipments, or 
he could use the air express service which operated through­
out this period. The use of forwarders should be determined
25« Locklin, op.cit., p. 818.
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by shipper#, freight forwarders, and the Individual airline# 
themselves, and this should be determined in the market place, 
not before a government board* The scheduled airline# acting 
in concert In thi# matter reminds one of cartelization rather 
than a free enterprise system. Perhaps cartelization is the 
end product of an exemption from anti-trust legislation.
In September, 19l|.8, the CA3 gave in on this issue. It 
issued five-year temporary letters of registration to a group 
of air freight forwarders. This decision was appealed by the 
certificated lines, although many of them began giving price 
breaks in their tariffs.
In April, 19l|-9f the CAB certificated four all-cargo car­
riers to offer domestic air freight service. The story was 
different, however, on United States* international routes, 
where Pan American dominates the scene. In this instance 
Pan American seemed not so much interested in acquiring the 
market for itself as in preventing others from developing 
it.
Transoceanic air freight offers advantages similar to 
those offered by domestic air freight. Hawaiiens can now 
ship cut orchids to the United States in a matter of hours, 
and air transportation has made it possible to establish a 
new business in Hawaii, Water shipment of aircraft engines
26. Forbes, op.cit., p. 65.
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to Korea requires weeks. Air transportation did the same 
job In two days. Air transportation affords the possibility 
of less handling of intercontinental shipments. Aircraft 
can fly directly to inland points of origin and destination 
and thus eliminate transshipment at ports. Aircraft engines 
ready for overhaul on Guam can be removed from the aircraft, 
loaded on a dolly, and the dolly rolled into a cargo air­
craft. In a matter of hours the cargo plane can be flown to 
the Air Forces* engine rebuilding shops in Spokane, and its 
cargo can be off-loaded within a few yards of the rebuilding 
shops * Air Force Secretary Harold Talbott estimated that 
air freight cut the aircraft engine overhaul cycle from 270 
days to 100 days, reducing engine needs as much as 25 per­
cent .^7 shipments in isolated areas can move economically
whenever a plane load is assembled. Economical water trans­
portation requires that a boat load be assembled. Thus air 
schedules are more frequent than water schedules.
Illustrative of the attitude taken by the CAB and the 
certificated, subsidized lines is the United States-Europe- 
Kiddle East Cargo Service case.^® In this case. Seaboard 
and Western, a nonscheduled, noncertificated airline applied 
for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to 
operate an unsubsidized all-cargo service between the United
27. Air Force Times. April 2, 1955, p. 6 .
28. CAB Dockets SOl̂ -l and 3818.
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States and points in Birope end the Middle East* Seaboard 
was opposed by Pan American and Trans-World Airlines. Pan 
American, drawing more subsidy than any other airline, waa 
the major opponent.^9
Seaboard has been one of the most aucceoaful of those 
nonscheduled airlines which began operations In the immediate 
postwar era. Pounded In 19)^6 with a capitalisation of 
$100,000, by the end of 19^1*. it had generated total revenues 
of t'55f000,000. Its shares are listed on the American Stock 
Exchange, It has paid dividends and in 1952 paid $600,000 
In federal Income and excess profits taxes.Contrary to 
claims that the nonscheduled airlines are financially un­
sound, the Cbaae National Bank has agreed to lend Seaboard 
$5»000,000.̂^
Seaboard has many ’'firsts” to its credit. It is today 
the world's largest international all-cargo c a r r i e r S e a ­
board has recently purchased a fleet of new Lockheed all­
cargo Super Constellations, while government-owned British
29. Forbes. November 1, 195!̂ * pp. 17 ff. Quoting Juan 
Grippe, President of Pan American; "Subsidy will always 
be required to keep the American flag on the inter­
national airways, (p. l3)«
30. Moody* a Transportation Manual. 1953.
31. Brief of Seaboard and Western Airlines, CAB Docket 30l$.l, 
Sept. 30, 1953* p. 58» hereafter referred to as S & W 
Brief.
32. Seaboard and Western Synopsis, p. 2.
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Overseas Airways Corporation recently purchased a fleet 
of used Constellations,^^ Seaboard has played a major role 
In the development of commercial trans-Atlantle air freight. 
This position has been attained while charging rates slightly 
below those established by the International Air Transport 
Association,^^ The company's record In contrast to that of 
PÂA and TWA clearly shows that since 19^6 Seaboard's com­
petitive appetite has not been dulled by government sub­
sidization.
When Seaboard and Western first applied for certifica­
tion two Cnlted States certificated carriers (Pan American
and Trans-World Airlines) were flying cargo across the North 
Atlantic. Originally there were three, PAA, TWA, and 
American Overseas Airlines. PAA had since purchased ADA, 
apparently to the detriment of trans-Atlantic cargo service, 
as PAA carried less cargo after the merger than had been 
carried by the separate companies In the year preceding the 
m e r g e r T h i s  occurred while the total volume of air 
freight crossing the North Atlantic was Increasing,
It might appear that competition existed between PAA
33. Time, July 26, 19A"
3̂ ., s & w Brief, p. 26. I AT A rates purport to cover costs
o‘f“*tHe median cost carrier.
35. ^  & W Brief, p. 25.
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and TWA, yet neither of these two carriers operated scheduled 
flights to the same points within E u r o p e H o w e v e r ,  competi­
tion over the North Atlantic exists because most European 
nations have airlines, and if United States carriers are to 
operate into Europe, European carriers must be allowed to 
operate into the United States. Thus, there is little reason 
to prohibit competition between United States carriers flying 
the North Atlantic.
The two United States certificated carriers were stead­
ily losing what waa once United States leadership in the 
trans-Atlantic air freight market.^7 in 19tj.7 United States 
carriers hauled 72.7 percent of all cargo carried across the 
North Atlantic by all certificated carriers operating over 
the North Atlantic. In 1952 they carried ifl.3 percent.
One primary cause of this loss of leadership, as mentioned 
before, has been the reluctance to use all-cargo aircraft 
and the practice of relegating freight to passenger aircraft. 
In 1951 Pan American discontinued its scheduled all-cargo 
service, partly because the CAB decided not to underwrite 
losses resulting from all-cargo services.39 Of scheduled
36. 1  & W Exhibit, CAB Docket 30l|.l, Exhibit 8l.
37. S & W Brief, p. 3* Also see Report 822, 83rd Congress,
TsT Session, July 31# 1953# P* 17.
33. 3 & ff Brief, p. 3-
39. 3 & ff Brief, p. 37. CAB Docket 30l|.l, p. 5600, in Order
lE-?7?0,"%pril 18, 191̂ .9.
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all-cargo flights across the North Atlantic in 1951, only 
nine were made by United States certificated carriers. The 
rest were foreign. Both United States* certificated airlines 
have stated that the trans-Atlantic air freight field is 
"limited" and cannot reasonably be expected to increase sub­
stantially.^® It hardly appears limited when the total cargo 
flown across the North Atlantic in 1952 was more than three 
times that carried in 19̂ 1-7• The market is limited only to 
the extent that tho certificated carriers are reluctant to 
develop it, yet they wished to exclude from the market all 
other United States carriers.
Great Britain has recognized the expanding air freight 
industry. It has recently authorized a privately owned air­
line to establish an all-cargo service across the North 
Atlantic, this service to be unaubsidlzed and to compete 
with its subsidized British Overseas Airways Corporation.
The British Minister of Civil Aviation has stated: 
we have hopes of Independent companies developing the all 
freight market, which is a growing field with great possi­
bilities."^^ The United States Government granted approval 
to this airline nine months after application was made. In
i|.0. S & W Brief, p. If, and Baker, Warren E., Bcamlner* a 
ÎTe'port, p. 22.
Ll. parliamentary Debates, Vol. 501, No, 101, May 27* 19^2, 
p. 21 jj. -------
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contrast. Seaboard and Western waited alniost ol^ht years 
for final approval.
Seaboard*8 application for respectability among air­
lines met such bureaucratic delay as to frustrate the moat 
ardent socialist, in spite of a reconinendation by the 
Senate Small Business Committee that the Board expedite the 
case*^ It desired the respectability which certification 
would give it in order to operate scheduled cargo flights 
across the North Atlantic, and to free Itself of certain 
arbitrary restrictions, such as a CAB ruling which required 
that 60 percent of the cargo carried on certain eastbound 
flights be government cargo
In February, 1951» almost four years after Seaboard 
filed its first application, the Board reco^mnended denial. 
Among other things, the Board ruledt ”In the present record, 
the Department of Defense, which is best informed as to the 
comparative value of the services of applicants, their equip­
ment and organization submitted no direct testimony or evi­
dence on behalf of c e r t i f i c a t i o n . . T h e  Board further 
stated that in the absence of sach information It could not 
approve Seaboard*s application. But since January, 1950,
Report 822, 83rd Congress, 1st Session, July 31, 1953,
p. 18,
1̂ 3. Aviation Week, June 30, 1952, pp. l5 ff*
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ther# had reposed In the files of the CAB a letter from 
Stephen Farly, then Deputy Secretary of Defense, stating 
that whatever encouragement could he given to the air 
freight industry would be of especial military interest, 
and that the Department of Defense favored the certification 
of an all-cargo carrier over the North Atlantic*^ This 
letter was not smde public, and its existence was unlmown to 
Seaboard* Its discovery after the Board made its ruling 
merely illustrates the confusion which often attends such 
minute economic regulation* Whether its loss was deliberate 
or unintentional, it was nevertheless suppression of evidence* 
One objective of the Civil Aeronautics Act is National Defense, 
but the wishes of Congress arc sometimes carried far afield by 
those who carry out their wishes.
In June, 19^2, with the approval of the President, the 
Board reopened the proceeding for rehearing. It required a 
full rehearing and once more compelled Seaboard to go throu^ 
a complete certificate proceeding. In August, the Board
by a three to two vote approved Seaboard* s application and sent 
it to the President, who signed it in June, 1955» seven years 
end eleven months after Seaboard had first applied. The 
Board* s approval &eerc.a to have been prompted by a blast from
Ui, Aviation Week, June 30, 1952, pp* 15 .
S' & W  TxbtTBTE' 92, CAB Docket 3oÇ.l,
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Senator Thye of Minnesota a few days earlier* Senator Thye 
had called attention to reports linking Commerce Department 
officials with talk of reviving interest in a "chosen instru­
ment" policy for United States international av ia ti o n . T he  
"chosen instrument* has long been one of Pan American* s goals, 
i.e., it wishes to be the United States* only International 
air carrier.
In opposing Seaboard*s application, the certificated 
operators charged that the proposed service would be un­
successful because the costs were underestimated and revenues 
overestimated.^7 This charge is Invalidated when it is real­
ized that Seaboard had operated successfully for several years 
under rather stringent restrictions. A relaxation of these 
restrictions alone should guarantee success. Moreover, ex­
pected costs and revenues should be no criteria for eliminat­
ing a firm from a field by governmmt edict. The productive 
capacity of this nation was not established by such folly.
The Board previously expressed concern for the Seaboard* s 
stockholders in the event Its proposed service was unsuccess­
ful.^^ This is begging the question, as Seaboard*e stock-
_8 & W Historical Highli.yrhts, pp. 
li-6, Forbes, Nov. 1, 19^4# P# l8#
kl* R & W Brief, p. 42.
48. S & W Brief, p. 43#
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holders under certification would have been in a far less 
precarious position* The certificated carriers also criti­
cised Seaboard»s method of purchasing aircraft, although 
this seems to have little to do with the establishment of 
an air freight service*^9 *t one point the litigants haggled 
for days over statistical techniques used. It is doubtful 
if any Board members follow such a discussion*
As in many CAB cases, the certificated airlines raised 
the old bogy of "protect the government*s subsidy i" TWA 
and TAA maintained that they were making a profit on the 
cargo carried in their combination aircraft*^® These profits 
were reportedly being used to reduce the government » s subsidy, 
Another carrier should therefore be prohibited, as this would 
reduce their cargo business and thereby their profits and 
thus make necessary an Increase in government payments.
The best remedy for this problem is the elimination of 
government subsidies* To prohibit another carrier on these 
grounds would have been tantamount to prohibiting United 
States carriers from participating in the Horth Atlantic air 
freight market* It later developed that these profits were 
achieved by computing them on an "added" cost basis, 1 *e,, 
the difference between revenues from cargo and added costs
l|.9* ^  & W Brief* p*
50* S & W Brief, pp. 29 f.
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Incurred by hauling cargo as an adjunct to passengers in 
combination of aircraft. On this basis cargo was not pay­
ing its share of overhead* Their methods of computing 
costs merely serve to illustrate the secondary position 
given freight by this class of carrier*
The entire opposition to Seaboard’s application for 
a certificate of public convenience and necessity la nothing 
other than an attempt by certain businessmen to keep a market 
to themselves— something many businessmen desire*
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
CHAPTER IV 
ALASKA
Alaska Is probably more dependent upon air transporta­
tion than any similar area in the world# With an area one- 
fifth that of the United States# its total road mileage is 
less than that In many stateside counties# Only three of its 
towns of over 1#000 population are connected by its $60 miles 
of railroad. Inland water transportation can be utilised only 
from May until September, and this mode of transportation 
serves only a small part of the Territory# Of its many towns 
along the Southeastern Coast, only a handful have sufficient 
population to support anything even approaching regular and 
frequent steamship service# In two-thirds of Alaska the only 
form of transportation for seven months of the year is the 
dog sled and the airplane. The airplane is the only form of 
transportation serving the entire Territory with routes that 
directly connect all cities, towns, and villages with one 
another and with the United States. Small villages of only 
ten persons receive regular air service.
Alaska claims one-fourth of the world's seaplanes# In 
1950, for every 1,000 Alaskans, 1,690 were enplaned# Alaska 
has one pilot for every 92 persons# The aviation industry 
with its associated activities la the largest year-round em­
ployer in the Territory.^ In the past, Alaska has been so
1. Mid-Century Alaska, U.S. Dept, of the Interior, pp# 21 ff.
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dependent on air transportation that an Increase In the air
frei^t rate of five cents per pound Increaeed the price of
2a dozen eggs in Fairbanks by ten cents* Alaska is one of 
the few places where bulky low-value commodities are regu­
larly carried by air on a commercial basis* and It was prob­
ably the first area to use the airplane for this purpose.
Prom all indications the airplane will continue to maintain 
the dominant role in Alaska’s transportation system for many 
years.
The bush pilot, sometimes called the pilot-owner, has 
been first and foremost In pioneering air transportation 
within Alaska. His operations began and grew without mail 
pay, and he has carried mail free on what the Post Office 
called "gratuitous runs*"^ He operates a very personal 
service. The prospector or trapper who desires transporta­
tion into Alaska’s vast wilderness can charter a bush pilot 
to take him In, making arrangements to be transported out at 
a later date. The pilot lives in and thoroughly knows the 
area and people he serves. He sometimes takes carved ivory
2. After World War II Interior Alaska was almost totally 
dependent on the airplane for fresh foodstuffs. A dozen 
eggs, with shipping carton, weighs approximately two pounds.
3. See the statement of Miss Sally Carrighar, a resident of 
Western Alaska, in Hole of Irregular Airlines In U.S. Air 
Transportation Industry ."Rearing s before the Senate Small 
business Committee, April 23-May 5# 1951» p. Il6. Here­
after referred to as Senate Hearings, 1951.
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and other native products in exchange for his services. He 
seldom refuses to carry anything that will fit into his air­
craft or can be tied on the outside. He provides the only 
means of contact with civilisation for thousands of people 
living within the Territory* Being similar to an air taxi 
serviee, his aircraft is usually available when needed.
His customers seldom have to wait until the next Monday 
or Friday, or whenever the scheduled line comes to town, 
as do those persons desiring transportation between small 
villages served by the scheduled airlines.^ To those who 
state that regulation is necessary, we can ask, **How did 
air transportation become so highly developed, perhaps 
more so than In any other part of the world, before the CAB 
took cognisance of Alaska*s existence?* The answer Is quite 
simple, perhaps so simple that it is overlooked* First, a 
need existed* Capital in the form of air transportation 
facilities, spurred on by the profit motive, moved in to ful­
fill this need* And all this was done without government 
subsidies, and without government economic regulation*
Many of the bush pilot's former routes and areas he 
served are now being served by certificated, scheduled, and 
heavily subsidized airlines* The bush pilot is now prohibited 
from providing service between those points served by the
Senate Hearings* 1951, pp* llff.-122*
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scheduled l i n e s H e  has lost, therefore, an important 
source of revenue# Residents of Alaska*s hack country have 
lost certain important services# The scheduled lines in­
sist on money in payment for their services, stating that 
they cannot operate otherwise# The scheduled lines* pilots 
frequently do not live in the areas they serve, and other 
than the straight line route between points served, they do 
not know the area# The government has given mail pay to 
these scheduled lines for serving communities of Eskimos 
who cannot read or write* A resident has reported that the 
scheduled lines would sometimes merely fly over these 
villages, as they did not have to land to collect their 
subsidy#^
Alaska was first linked with the States by air in 1939- 
In that year Pan American received CAB certification for 
operations between Seattle and three of Alaska* s principal 
cities# Military demands during World War II brought a 
great improvement in Alaska's airfields and navigational 
facilities. This eaq^anslon of facilities allowed the ex­
pansion of air travel between Alaska and the States which 
occurred later# In 19I1.6 the Board certificated a second 
airline. Northwest, to operate between the States and Alaska.
5# Exhibit D, CAB Docket 3777» Senate Hearings, 195̂ 1# p# 188# 
6# Senate Hearings# 1951, p# II8.
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Competitionhowever, did not exist between these two car­
riers, as neither of th«a operated to the same point in 
Aleska.
In 19Îi-6 the non scheduled airlines began operating over 
the Seattle-Alaska routes. This entry was made possible by 
shipping strikes and high tariffs charged by the two certi­
ficated airlines. Anyone who was a pilot and who could find 
a suitable aircraft could get into the business of trans­
portation between Alaska and the United States.^ What 
followed is unique in recent transportation annals. The 
forces of competition, monopoly, subsidised cutthroat com­
petition, and government regulation have all had their play. 
Competition reduced a monopoly price of 68 cents per pound 
for perishable commodities between Seattle and Anchorage to 
19 cents per pound. It reduced the passenger tariff between 
these two points from I80 dollars to less than 90 dollars. 
Competition introduced innovations that were never before 
thought possible. It put a year-round supply of fresh milk 
and foodstuffs on dinner tables in Fairbanks for the first 
time* Competition from the air helped force one barge line 
out of business, and a steamship line temporarily ceased 
passenger operations. Government subsidized cutthroat com-
7. Future of Irre^lar Airlines in U.S. Air Transportation 
industry. Hearings'before the"^enate Small Business Com­
mittee, March 31-May 8, 1953* p. Slf. Hereafter referred 
to as Senate Hearings. 1953.
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petition reduced the perishable commodity rate from 19 cents 
per pound to 15 cents per pound* and eliminated those lines
D
Utilising C«if7 type aircraft from the route. Finally the 
heavy hand of government eliminated the last nonscheduled 
airline from the route,^ Today the route between the Pacific 
Northwest and Alaska Is probably the most heavily subsidized 
one under CAB Jurisdiction,
As many as twenty#four nouscheduled lines eventually 
entered the air transportation market existing between 
Seattle-Portland and Alaska, These lines put passengers and 
cargo into the same compartment. Folding seats were utilized 
to carry any combination of passengers and cargo* Some of the 
owners of these lines worked beside their employees, while 
others remained in Washington fighting the CAB, Passengers 
handled their own baggage and pilots helped unload aircraft,
(A scheduled airline pilot will not carry his own baggage; 
for him to unload a crate of tomatoes would be unthinkable I)
No alcoholic beverages were served aloft. Meals, when served, 
consisted of box lunches and hot coffee. These practices 
helped the nonscheduled airlines to reduce costs, and they 
made it possible to offer air transportation to Alaska at a 
much reduced tariff,
8, Exhibit D, CAB Docket 3777, Senate Hearings 1951, pp. l83 f,
9, See the statement of Mr, Hunt, Senate Hearings, 1953,
pp. 154-160*
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Buslneefi waa acquired first by cutting tariffs, and, 
second, by offering a very detailed and highly personal 
serviee. In praise of, and to explain this service. Gover­
nor Gruenlng stated!^®
Fairbanks Medical and Surgical Clinic repeatedly 
needs eurglcal supplies, medicines, and X-ray tubes 
in a hurry. The clinic requests Arctic-Pacific, Inc., 
to make a special pick-up at a Seattle supply house 
and have the shipment aboard the first plane. In two 
eases, Arctic-Pacific held its plane at Boeing Field 
while supplies were rushed out by taxi. Deliveries 
have often been made In Fairbanks in less than 13 
hours after the request was made. (Arctic-Pacific 
was a nonscheduled line.)
Northern Consolidated Airlines,...uses non- 
scheds to bring in needed repair parts for their 
planes which are used for mail runs in the interior 
and for bush runs. (Northern Consolidated Is a 
certificated, subsidised airline.)
Last year a cold storage plant in Juneau had a 
machinery breakdown. Scheduled carriers could not 
assure transportation of replacement parts (which 
weighed more than a ton) in less than a week. An 
Alaskan nonsched was contacted at Boeing Field. The 
repair parts were rushed to the C-i|.6 cargo plane, 
and were delivered In Juneau In leas than 12 hours.
The contents of the cold storage plant were saved.
Fairbanks beauty shops call up nonsched offices, 
state that they are out of "cold waves," or creams, 
etc. Seattle offices call "Berlihers Beauty Supply" 
and a shipment goes north on the next plane.
Last week a man walked into the Fairbanks office 
of a nonsched and stated that he had been offered a 
job, provided he had a kit of tools. He gave the non­
sched operator a Seattle address where his kit could 
be located. The nonsched picked up the kit and deliver­
ed it to the man in Fairbanks*
10. Senate Hearings, 1951, pp. 105-111$..
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Dozens of time# Alaskans have written to non­
sched offices to buy for them, in Seattle, ”10 yards 
of cloth like the enclosed swatch,” "a fan like the 
one In the magazine ad,” and Christmas presents al­
most by the plane load. Bonnie Swanton of Arctic- 
Pacific has bought birds, gold fish, luggage, jewelry, 
drapery material, furniture, candy, medicine, cheese 
and hams for Italian celebrations, and countless 
other Items for persons throughout Alaska.
Until recently, the Interior of Alaska has had 
only bottled beer. A nonsched ran altitude tests 
on beer In kegs for Rainier Brewing Co. The ship­
ment was found to be satisfactory, and the Northern 
Tap Room started In business with beer on tap.
Arctic-Pacific, Inc., does all of the Seattle 
purchasing for Donald Nuslngys, proprietor of the 
only mercantile store in Barrow,
Golden North Airways (a nonscheduled line) 
brought In an entire plane load of peaches from 
Kennewick, Wash., to Fairbanks. This was the first 
time Fairbanks had ever had peaches priced reasonable 
enough for canning.
These are seemingly small affairs, but in Alaska they 
are major events. Too major. In fact, to be curtailed 
merely for the gratification of the subsidized, certificated, 
scheduled airlines. The scheduled airlines had never offered 
such services. Without the nonscheduled lines these services 
would. In all probability, never have been offered.
The Civil Aeronautics Act gives its creature the power to 
set minimum and maximum rates on this Seattle-Alaska route.^^
11. When requesting an article from a Fairbanks sporting 
goods dealer, the author was told, "No, we don*t carry 
them, but I can have ________ pick them up in Seattle
for you."
12. Locklln, D. Philip, Economics of Tran sport atIon, p. 827.
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The CAB did not Interfere with rates to the Territory* and 
what happened there could not have happened had the Board 
done so, A conglomeration of aircraft types operated over 
the route. Moat Important were s* e* and C»47*s.
Of the three, the C«̂ l\7 Is probably the least economical air­
craft for this long haul route. It appears that normal com­
petition reduced tariffs to the point where the nonscheduled 
lines operating C-I4.7 equipment became marginal operators.
At this point. Pan American, one of the two subsidized car­
riers, began to take the lead In price cutting. This was 
termed "unfair and destructive" by the nonscheduled lines, 
and although businessmen frequently cry "unfair" whenever 
a competitor lowers his price, there seems to be much Justi­
fication for It In this Instance,
In the early part of 19̂ .8 air freight rates to the 
Territory were around I8-19 cents per p o u n d , A t  this 
point the taxpayer-financed competition entered. Exact 
rates are hard to determine since in meeting the com­
petition from the nonscheduled lines, "practically all the 
certificated lines ran special flights at fares and rates 
considerably under those publlshed,"^^ Early in 191̂ -8, Pan
13. Senate Hearings, 1951, p# IŜ .,
li|.. Brief of the Postmaster General, CAB Docket ij.826.
Senate Hearings, 1953» p, 175.
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American reduced the cargo rate from Seattle to Fairbanke
to 1$ cents per p o u n d , T h e  nonscheduled lines Immediately
did likewise# and those lines utilising aircraft were
driven out of the market. It Is significant that Northwest#
the other subsidised line operating at this time, did not
follow this last price cut until about a year later. The
United States Tost Office# the official government agency
paying for this# in a brief filed In the Alaska Service
Case,^^ also suggested that the government financed this
last price reduction* It stated:
When# however# the losses which may be incurred 
by the certificated lines are eradicated with mall 
pay# the nonscheduled carriers# In effect# are put 
Into direct competition with the Government, That 
this kind of competition cannot be met by small In­
dependent entrepreneurs Is axiomatic. Competition 
Is stifled and the holders of certificates are pro­
tected In setting rates and fares which In reality 
retard and hinder the development of civil aeronautics.
Air Transport Associates# probably the strongest non­
scheduled line on the route# also seemed to think It was 
competing with the Treasury Department, In a formal appli­
cation to the Board# It stated:
Instead of holding out Its hand to the Government
15* Senate Hearings, 1951# P* I5if*
16, CAB Docket i*.826# Senate Hearings 1953» P* 175$
17, Exhibit D.# CAB Docket 3777» Senate Hearings 1951# p, 186,
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for subsidy, applicant now reverses the process and 
offers to subsidize the Government If the Government 
will remove itself, through subsidy, as a competitor 
and grant applicant’s request for permission to liaul 
the mail between Seattle and Alaska for One Dollar 
IM.OO) per year#
In addition, ATA also requested operating rights over the
route. The proposal appeared entirely feasible, as air mall
over the route probably averaged less than 1,000 pounds per
day, and Its effect on the line would have been about that
of reducing Its load factor by five percent. At the time,
the United States Government was paying over 03,000,000
to the certificated, subsidized lines for hauling the mall
18over this r o u t e T h e  CAB ignored the proposal. This 
subsidy payment alone would have more than paid for depre­
ciation costs on the nonscheduled lines* aircraft.
It has been estimated that traffic hauled over the route 
Increased from 20 to 35 times over that being hauled at the 
end of World War II, when the route was monopolized*^^
Most of this Increase can be attributed to the nonscheduled 
lines, although their opponents continually charge that they 
only want to operate over developed routes. As mentioned
18. ATA*8 Exhibit states 03*000,000 in subsidies. CAB 
Chairman Ryan, In 1953* stated; **.. .operations to 
Alaska are supported by an annual payment of #f|.,000,000 
In subsidy..." Senate Hearings, 1953* p. l8.
19# Brief submitted by the Veterans of Foreign Wars, Air 
Transport Associates, Inc. V. CAB, No. 11200 in the 
tJ. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. 
Sénate Hearings, 1953* p. 173.
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before, much of the cargo hauled to Alaska consisted of
fresh fruits and vegetables. The United States Public
Health Service was quoted as having credited this develop-
pnment with wiping out scurvy In Ala s k a M a n y  new markets 
were created» Products of Alaska* a fisheries were hauled 
by air to the Pacific Northwest, Residents of the Pacific 
Northwest were thus able to get a fresh product, rather 
than a canned or frozen one, and Alaska acquired a new 
market for its produce. Finding the fish* a odoriferous 
qualities repugnant the scheduled lines have never wanted 
to haul fresh fish» With government sanction of their 
complacency there la nothing to require them to haul fish. 
The nonscheduled lines, enjoying no such shelter, had to 
seek this type of trade in order to exist.
Those nonscheduled lines not driven out of the mar­
ket by competition were exterminated by the CAB. Court 
fights occurred, but they merely served to delay the day 
of reckoning. Two of the oldest lines, Mt, McKinley and 
Golden North, had their letters of registration revoked. 
The Board Implied that the President of Mt, McKinley was 
a flagrant and willful violator of the law, but the people 
of Anchorage didn't se«m to think so because they promptly
20, Senate Misc. Reports* III. 111l88. Rot. Julv 10.1951, p. IT: —
21, senate Hearings. 1953# p. 173.
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elected hlm to the Territorial Legislature. Golden 
North, operating a single was declared a flagrant
and willful violator of the Board* a frequency and regu­
larity regulations* The owner appealed to the courts, 
but exhausted his finances In the expensive litigation 
which followed In the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in San 
Francisco, California, before he could get a ruling.
Some nonscheduled lines consented to a cease and desist 
order, agreeing to eight trips per month. They folded, as 
no carrier accepting the eight trip consent was able to 
s u r v i v e . M a n y  of these lines were leasing their aircraft 
by the month, not by the trip.
Air Transport Associates, operating four C-1̂ 6 type 
aircraft, was the last nonscheduled carrier to operate 
over the route. As it waa probably the strongest line 
financially, it operated for a time by carrying Its fight 
to the courts, one all the way to the United States Supreme 
Court. It subsisted for awhile on 30-day court stays, but 
eventually ran out of these and was ordered by the CAB to 
cease operations on April 2i|., 1953» ostensibly for flying 
on three successive Mondays back in 19^9*^^ ATA seems to
22. Senate Hearings. 1953, p. 17l|-*
23. Senate Hearings. 1953, p. I?!*.*
2!*.# Senate Hearings. 1953, pp. 17l;.~5.
25. Senate Hearings, 1953, p. l62.
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have been the only line on the route, either scheduled and 
nonacheduled» that was thinking in terms of purchasing new 
post-war all-cargo aircraft#
The nonscheduled carriers on this route had consider­
able public and political support, but, as the CAB now 
seemed to be above the public and Congress combined, all 
this support was in vain. As Delegate Bartlett of Alaska 
has stated, “They (Alaskans)•.#flnd It difficult to under­
stand why the Federal Government would subsidize one oper­
ator as against another, and finally not even allow the
pitoperator (nonsubsidized) to stay in b u s i n e s s , T h e  
Territorial Legislature, in three different sessions, and 
while controlled by both political parties, passed resolu­
tions pleading with the CAB to cease its war of attrition 
against the nonscheduled lines. The Governor of Alaska, 
Delegate Bartlett, various businessmen in Seattle and 
Alaska, and private citizens living in Alaska, have testi­
fied before Congress, begging It to call the CAB off the 
nonscheduled carriers operating into Alaska, Business 
groups, the Territorial Department of the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars, the Postmaster General, and even the City 
of Chicago have entered briefs favoring Alaska's non­
scheduled lines in their various cases before the courts
26, Senate Hearlnps, 1953» p. I3l,
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and the In Tact, it appears that the CAB and the
scheduled airlines were the only parties in Alaska opposed 
to the nonscheduled lines*
The Senate Small Business Committee* with particular 
reference to Alaska* recommended that the CAB permit the 
nonscheduled carriers to operate* In its annual report to 
Congress* the Committee noted that :
The decision of the CAB to revoke the operat­
ing rights of a small nonscheduled airline furnish­
ing essential service to Alaska seemed to arouse 
more public resentment than any other. Thousands 
of letters of protest from residents of Alaska were 
received by your committee*
Alaska* s newspapers have continually printed editor­
ials opposing the CAB. Excerpts of one such editorial are 
quoted here;^9
THE CAB, BANE OP ALASKA*S EKISTEHGE
Probably more editorial ink has been used on 
the subject of the Civil Aeronautics Board and its 
dictatorial attitude in Alaska than on any other 
single subject.
In our opinion, no department of the Government 
so deserves the brickbats that have been flung in 
its direction.
The phrase "drunk with power" seems the only 
way to explain some of the things this body does* 
Interference in private enterprise appears to be 
the long suit of this organisation.
•••does one department of the Government con­
sider itself so all-powerful it is not subject to
27. Senate Hearings. 1953* p. 137.
28. Senate Hearings. 1953* pp. 88 and I36.
29. Jasen»s Weekly, April 30* 1953. Senate Hearings.
19S3. p. 182. -------------
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the laws that govern the rest of U8?««*
Every Alaskan who Is concerned with Alaska 
should yell to the top of his voice until some­
thing Is done to curb the depredations wrought 
by this Irresponsible board of men.
Some of the nonscheduled, noncertiflcatcd carriers 
applied for certificates of public convenience and 
necessity. In response to the above political and public 
pressures, two were awarded, the rest were refused or 
never heard. Pacific northern and Alaska Airlines were 
awarded temporary certificates. The Senate Small Busi­
ness Committee noticed that heavy subsidies were involved. 
Late In 19̂ 1̂ , in an effort to reduce subsidies, the CAB 
recommended that these former Intra-Alaskan lines cease 
stateside operations.^® The furor raised by this pro­
posal caused the CAB to reconsider, and at this writing 
the Board la advocating a merger between these two lines, 
"to reduce the need for subsidles"^^ when subsidies could 
have been eliminated completely.
In response to these charges, the CAB, its spokesmen, 
and the certificated, scheduled airlines have said little. 
Their response mostly takes the form of circumlocution.^^ 
The protests from Alaskans have largely gone unheeded and
30. Time. Jan. 3, 19^5» p.
31# Time, June 6, 1955, p. 93.
32. See CAB Chairman Ryan*s letter to Senator Sparkman, 
Senate Hearings. 1951, pp. 236-2I4.I,
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unanswered. Recommendations to both Gocgrege and the CAB 
have been lost in a bureaucratic maze. On Liarch 31, 1953» 
Joseph H. Fitzgerald, Director of the jSlaska Office, CAB, 
Anchorage, Alaska, stated that scheduled services to Alaska 
were sufficient.53 pive days previous to this, the lower 
house of the Territorial Legislature passed a resolution 
stating that the services of the nonscheduled carriers were 
vital and necessary to the Territory, and this resolution 
advised the CAB **of the urgent necessity of maintaining 
services provided by the nonscheduled airlines to the 
Territory of Alaska#**5^ Pour days after Mr, Fitzgerald 
made his statement, Alaska* s Delegate Bartlett stated;
,,we need more and more transportation service of all 
kinds,,,"55 CAB officials have stated they are studying 
the situation and doing everything possible to alleviate 
it* They have pointed to the two additional carriera 
given certification in 1951* They have pointed to the 
navigational facilities established in the Territory,
All their answers have little to do with the demise of the 
nonscheduled, nonsubsidized, noncertificated carriers serv­
ing Alaska,
33. Senate Hearlnfre, 1953* p. 21*.,
3lf.. Senate Hearings, 1953* p. 167.
35. Senate Hearings. 1953. p. 182,
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Regardless of the weakness of Its arguments, the CAB, 
with the power of government, its laws and Its courts, won 
out. As mentioned before, the last nonschoduled carrier 
operating to the Territory ceased operations in April,
19^3, and it ceased because it ran out of 30-day court 
stays. To say that these thousands of individuals and 
groups testifying in favor of the nonscheduled lines were 
wrong, and that a handful of persons in government were 
correct, is to give this handful credit for an intelligence 
level greater than that yet discovered by the followers of 
Freud, and it gives them credit for more wisdom than that 
possessed by Solomon. It brings to mind the statement,
*The public be damned,* once made by a railroad magnate, 
which helped lead us to this maze of legal Jargon known 
as the regulation of transportation. How the process is 
reversed, and the guardians of the "public interest" in 
effect are saying, "The public be damned."
These antics of the CAB should make one thing clear 
to Alaskans. Alaska appears to be on the threshold of 
statehood, in fact many Alaskans hope for statehood in 
the vain belief that this will free them from the depreda­
tions of the CAB. Before statehood can be achieved, 
Alaskans must write a constitution. The authors of this 
constitution should remember that government in Juneau 
can be harmful to people in Nome, just as government in
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Washington has been harmful to people in Alaska. To this 
end, Alaskans should demand that government officials per­
form their duties and carry out their responsibilities in 
a manner beneficial to the welfare of Alaska*
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The system of state participation In enterprise 
allows the government and privileged bureaucracy 
to spread Itself In such a way as to handicap 
and alter an economic dynamism otherwise capable 
of Increasing production and «*•«,•• These 
companies and the state. ... « acquire sacli., . • • • • 
prlvile^stTiat; they can, at will, kill any 
private competition. 'it Is......., the community
Z-wtiicE bears tk̂ e almost constant losses.
Cardinal Don Lulgl Sturzo
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS
At thl» point It Is common to recommend some legiala- 
tlve changes which will alleviate the conditions described 
In the foregoing* Such recommendations are folly and Idle 
speculation* The Civil Aeronautics Board and the certifi­
cated carriers are now firmly In control of the Industry*
The nonscheduled carriers, which once opposed the Board and 
its policies, arc now only a weak voice In their demands 
for reform* There Is no other reform of the air transport 
Industry In sight. Complacency surrounding this regulation 
will allow few changes. The Presidential Advisory Committee 
on Transportation Policy and Organization has recently re­
commended Increased reliance on competitive forces in rate 
making,^ This recommendation is so embroiled in our polit­
ical life that little Is expected to come of It, Immediately 
upon Its release. Democratic party members charged the Re­
publicans with favoring big business, a charge which had 
previously been leveled against the Republican party, and 
so this study merely added fuel to the fire*
In the case of the air transport Industry the Civil 
Aeronautics Act was simply another instance of business­
men looking to government for a solution to their problems,
1, Report prepared by the Preeldentlal Advisory Committee 
on transport folTcy and Organization* p* 6.
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rather than solving them themselves* The error is made by 
the politician# and their constituents who permit these 
businessmen to find this governmental solution to their 
problems* The Act, through Its subsidy provisions, has in 
actual practice guaranteed them solvency* Throuf^ the de­
vice of the certificate of public convenience and necessity 
they have been shielded from competitive forces* Where 
these competitive forces could not be completely eliminated 
they were seriously hindered*
The practice of running to government for both a dole 
and a legislative shelter has been carried too far by the 
airline Industry* This practice has been a burden to the 
taxpayer and it has retarded the development of services 
needed by the taxpayer. The nonscheduled airlines were 
excluded from the benefits of this concept. They were op­
posed at every turn by government, and received such treat­
ment as virtually to eliminate them* Treatment received by 
this excluded class of carrier has led the author to believe 
that any benefits derived from such minute regulation of 
transportation as practiced by the CAB are offset by equal 
disadvantages.
It can be stated, and most schools of economic thought 
will probably agree, that the desired goal for our transporta­
tion system is one in which the consuming public gets the most 
transportation services, consistent with quality, at the lowest
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possible cost» over the Ion? term. Cost as used here In­
cludes whatever profits are necessary to attract capital 
to transportation firms* To achieve this goal, it can be 
argued that government regulation Is necessary* It can, 
the author believes, be argued with equal validity that 
this goal can be best achieved through a free market In 
transportation*
The cost of the regulation of transportation, to both 
the taxpayer, who supports our regulatory bodies, and the 
consumer, who pays for the litigation before tlisse boards, 
is enormous* This cost In itself would establish and 
operate free of coat to the consumer a sizeable transporta­
tion firm*
Government regulation of prices frequently injects the 
element of politics Into a system which would otherwise 
operate free of this element. Recently a well known polit­
ical leader attributed his opponents defeat to permitting 
an increase in government regulated prices* By this action 
he suggests he would not have allowed tills increase in prices, 
for he is one political leader who has a strong desire to win
2* Time, Aug* 22, 1955, p* 15* Time quotes Carmin de Saplo 
speaking In reference to Gov* fhomas Dewey; "He made two 
mistakes* He put through the rent increases and raised 
the subway fare to 15 cents* That was enough*" (Mr, de 
Saplo Insisted that Gov, Dewey was the real loser In Wew 
York’s 1951}- gubernatorial election.)
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elections. Thus» the desire for votes leaves little room 
for a rational determination of prices* %hen price increases 
must be debated In public there is room for pressure groups 
which will be affected adversely to voice their opinion, 
always with the possibility they will be heard* Groups 
affected adversely by price increases are usually larger 
than those groups affected favorably by price increases*
Those politicians among us who look first for votes can be 
expected to cater only to the larger group, irrespective of 
the validity of the larger group*s arguments*
We can hardly blame the managers of regulated firms 
when they attempt to control the agencies which regulate 
them* It was long ago noted that profits motivate business­
men* If their profits can be enhanced by controlling these 
boards, we should not be surprised to find them acting In 
such a manner as to increase their profits* Ethical or un­
ethical, these managers In various ways attempt to influence 
the boards regulating them.
Cost of a proposed service has frequently been debated 
before the CAB. The argument usually centers on an expected 
cost, balanced against expected revenues* Yet engineers and 
accountants cannot determine exact future costs and revenues* 
Their degree of error Is enough to make the difference be­
tween a profit and a loss# In the debate over air coach 
service, at reduced prices, a staff of cost and revenue de-
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terminera was quoted to the effect that reduced fares were 
not feasible, because expected revenues would not cover ex­
pected costs,^ Tills argument was used to oppose air coach 
service# It appears to have been the main argument delay­
ing the offering of this service by the certificated airlines. 
Coach service is today successful to the extent that over 30 
percent of all passengers traveling by air use air coach. It 
has also been noted that costs and revenues have been inter­
preted in such a manner as to be used in opposition to new 
services#^ It is concluded from the above that cost and 
revenue data can be used as a hiding place for complacent 
managers who do not wish change and who do not wish to face 
competition*
The course of regulation of the air transport Industry 
sxq»ports many of the teachings of von Hayek and von Mises*
A terra for it might be "protectionism,” for it resembles 
this more closely than either capitalism, socialism, or 
coacnunism* Protectionism may be the end result of our 
capitalistic system, as benevolent government continues to 
do for each group that which the group cannot do for itself.
This student deems It ironic that in this supposedly 
free enterprise system a person wishing to engage in a
3* See pp# 2l|-25» this manuscript,
4# See p. 63, this manuscript.
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general trucking business between Missoula and Spokane begins 
not by purchasing a truck, but rather by sending a sizeable 
staff of lawyers, accountants, statisticians, and economists 
into some ICC office. After waiting for considerable time, 
and spending more money on legal jargon than on several trucks, 
our enterpriser faces the likely possibility of being told 
that existing transportation service to Spokane is adequate, 
proven to be such by existing trucking and railroad carriers 
serving the market. This cost, with this possibility in view, 
frightens many would-bc enterprisers away from the market.
The productive capacity of this nation was not established 
by enterprisers asking government officials for permission to 
innovate and offer new and expanded services. These officials 
would too often have refused their permission for us to have 
attained our present h i ^  use of resources.
TTnder the system which this paper advocates the market 
Itself would determine adequacy. If services were inadequate, 
new capital would move into the route. If services were more 
than adequate, a bankruptcy court would dispense with the 
excess, assuming the impossibility of geographical mobility 
of capital. The consumer, rather then a government board, 
would determine which firms are to remain. Ke would do 
this by patronizing the firms he prefer s. The Anti-Trust 
Division of the Justice Department and the Federal Trade 
Commission would police the market to prevent monopolistic 
and discriminatory practices.
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